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This-report presents observations on the U. S. educati9nal
and medical service demonstrations which utilized the ATS-6
communications satellite from mid -1974 to mid-1975. After
many years of speculation the use of satellite.broadcasting
for, social services had its first major encounter with reality
in these projects. The U.. Agenpy for International i

Development commissioned,thts report toimake available some
views,of this valuable experience to planners in the many
developing countries which Are considering the use of satellites
for development purposes.

The observations by Mr. Cowlan and Mr. Foote were Made mid-
way through the life of the demonstrations,. Many of the
"problems" that were apparent were those of any program of
this kind early in its development. Nevertheless, they often-
illustrate well the complex interplay of administrative
mechanisms, technology, and user characteristics with which
such satellite applications must cope. To their great =edit,
the managers and participants in every one of these projects ,
agreed to open themselves to inquiring and critical observa-
tion, in order that lessons from their experience would
become available to their colleagues elsewhere. We are
very grateful for their cooperP.tion.

More formal evaluations will be forthcoming later. The U.S.
Department of Health, Education and Welfaie, which funded
most of the demonstrations, has also"designed a series.of
program evaluations. They will be completed and become
available during the next year.

While the present study will point out som e significant
'shortcomings, an overriding fact is that. these educational
and medical service systems did function.. They reached
their intended audiences reliably, with a'Variety ofter-
vices. The technology, on the whole, served as a depend-
able way to deliver educational and medical communications
and training The administrative organizations that were
set' up also operated with reasonable efficiency. Those
are substantial achievements for new technologies and new
Administrative arrangements, in thesejirst trials.

The report points t9-an area where all large-scale educational
activities need continued attention: in the fine-tuning -of

an!
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'educational content and methpd to the- needs of diverse - groups
of learners. We've learned that this must be a. continuing,
process, over time, of producing, testing, and revision; time
that iheie'projects did not have. Nevertheless, since
satellites necessarily serve large areas and therefore
usually diverseyopulations, 'operational systems will need
to pay priority attention to designing such continuing feed-
back and adaptation mechanisms into their operations..

The report also illuminates, once again, the need to give'
serious attention to the complex interaction_and organiiation-
of learners, programers, producers, managers, engineers, and
others who make up' such systems. "Systems" planning -is not
a luxury, far it is only if these satellite services are
Closely integrated into-the fabric of local institutions such
as schools, or community centers, or local-health service
centers that "they will be effectively used.

s

Thege projects have not illuminated very much the comparative
costs, effectiveness, and benefit of satellite-deliyered social
services, as contrasted with 'alternatiYe systems. All who
examine these experiences need to try to keep separate the
satellite delivery aspect from the educational'and medical
service systems that have used the satellite. Other trans-
mission systems may be.more economical for particular places
and similar applications --- such as -additions to present '

microwave systems or the promising technology of tethered
balloons.' Even more importantly, othir means of providing
educational and medical information'and training may prove
better, or more economical, for particular populations in.
particular countries. .

Satellite broadcasting does have an infriguiag,pdtential,
nonetheless, to link remote and rural areas together .quickly
and perhaps even economically. Satellite technology is
moving rapidly on two fronts - first,fto lower the cost of

television and radio receiving stations, so that communities
in rural or 'sparsely populated areas, or in areas of .difficat
terrain, can be-as economically served as urban centers;
second, to provide economical two-way communications, so
that thos communities can t4 full'partners in a national
network. It is understandable, then, that many develop!..ng
nations a e carefully appraising satellite potentials. Those
first experiences, chronicled in this report; may be useful
in Ueighing these posSible payoffs' against the complexity of

the enterprise.
. . fr

In these applicationsof satellitelproaVcasting, the world
is genuinely learning togetter. In this field, the so called
."developing "nations can and will contribute as much to the
shared stock of knowledge and experience as will the more
technology advanced nations. There will soon be added to

8
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these first U.S. experiences the results of India's major
village development experiment on ATS-6, during 1975 -76,
and soon the programs,of,Canada A anthe CTS satellite d .

later, it is expected, the operational' program's of Iran,
cBrazil, Indonesia, and others. It is A.I.D.'s_hope'that a
ontinuing international sharing of such experiences will

. help' us all to learn how to use these technologids.effectively,
Auld economically, as tools of 'development.

4/

Clifford H. Block
Educational. Technblogy CoOraitator
Bureau of Technical Assistaftce
U.S. Agency for International

Development
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This paperreports on an extensive study of expeYiments
in the United States.delivering_educa.t.iOnal and social
services via a geostationary video satellite.-It des-
scribes the space and terrestrial technology involved,
the regions in which the experiments took,place, and
the activities of ,each experiment. There is an extended

"discussion Of ipsues raised by ,the experiences of these
video education and health care *projects.

ThetechnOlogy of communications satellites can introduce
sophisticated telecommunications into rural or into spar-
sely populated areas more quickly and potentially less
expensively. than ground-based systems. This potential has
aroused considerable interest among planners inareas faced
with limited terrestrial communications Systems and pres-
sing needs. Uf.a,sitellite system could successfully and

/economically be used in areas otherwise 'underserved, sig-
nifican social benefitt might be achieve*. .

.
Six experiments in health and education were.kconducted
in rural areas of the continental United States and -

Alaska
during 1974-1'975, using .the National Aeronautics

andSPace Administration's Applied Technology Satell!te -
Six (ATS-6). The same satellite is being used during 1975 --
1476 for development programs in India in a project known*-
as SIZE.

The satellite has more power on board than previous satel-
and mequires only small and relatively inexpensive

ground antennas and equipment. The use of low cost ground
equipment makes large scale systems more'feasible. The
satellite signal is focused into a coMparatiVely small area.
The target area can be changed easily and accurately-by
repointing the satellite.

Oa/

The experiments, used one of the ATS-6's video transponders;
which provided a color television picture and four accom-
panying audio channels of excellent. quality.,

The ground stations for reception-only included a ten-foot
diameter dish antenna, associated electronic-equipment; and
a television set. Some stations in these experiments were

10
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equipped with a satellite radio to permit two-way com-:
municatiOn; a very few were equipped to transmit a tel
vision.pictuie. The installed cost of a receive-only
terminal was between 4,000 and-5,000 U.S. dollars. This
figure does not include the equipment for two-way inter-
action, the costs of running the station, or the costs of
materials and staff required for the programming.

The experimental activities included: forMal in-school
education in grammar school, junior high school, and
college settings; continuing professional educatiori; medi-
cal consultations and health care delivery support; admini-
strative interactions; and non-formal adult education. All
of the projects incorporated some use of two-way inter-
action, usdally through some of the sites talking.to the
central studio by satellite.radio.

co

Two majors conclusions stand out: First, the core technology
performed reliably and was the equal of all the demands
made on it. S4cond, the users of the experimental sys-
tems accepted the technology, and any dissatisfactions they
may have had were generally related to failings in the con-
tent or implementation of the system, riot in'the distri- .

,*bution system -itself.

The report discusses a wide variety-of issues that came up
during the experiments. A few of the more important obser-
vations are summarized here:

Hardware

-The technology should serve the project gdals, notde-
termine them. 4'

-In plafining operational programs, the relationship of
the project to the educational and communication systems
must be treated as a whole. '

- Equipment, and system design must be based on an inti-
' mate:familiarity with the environment and skills of the users.
.'"Plan so that routine operations and maintenance can be con-

ductet by unskilled vorkers.

Field Support

. -An educational, project almost certainly will ,require
a field staff of od4site workers, to take eare admini=
strative details and/or help teach,
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ir

-Field staff need strong organizational support from
the project Good relations between the project's manage-
ment and/the field staff are essential, because the
staff's work can strongly influence the success of the
programming.+

Management

-Management 'bust bebased on clearly defined, commonly
held objectives for the project. These objectives should
be based on locally perceived needs, whenever possible,
to ensure acceptance.

-Development of manpower resources for the program must
begin well in advance of'the implementation.

-Interdisciplinary cooperation is a key to success.
To achieve the cooperation, the different skill groups
must%have shared'objectives.and'probably must 'be organiqed
as an interdisciplinary team,,rather than be segregated
by discipline.

0

-A.communication 'channel for administrative use be-
tween the project:and the remote sites must be available
and its use encouraged. , .

..\'`

//
--Innovative projects must have unwavering high-level

support to succeed.
; 1

Software ,
.

. "

-In eduCational,prograMs, supp ementOrry activities and
materials are important to a ievin 'student learning,
maintaining interest, and provi nq' for adaptation. to local
conditions. .-

7Production of effective video instructional program-
ming takes more time and money than moat planners e4pect,,

-Each instructional program should have'concrete
objectives. Programs should be tested foi effectiveness
before they'are-puton the air, and revised if.testing re-
veals that they do not meet their objectives.

-Primacy must be giaren to edUcational considerations.
The use of color and slick production .techniques; and.

wir
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attempts to copy formats from other contexts are-cases
,

in which priorities freguently.becem reversed.
"

-Live two-way.interaction between'the studio and
the remote..sites can;. under some conditions, increase
studeneinterest and learning. But inappropriate uses
can decrease.'accepfance and attention.

Finally, the report contains some-discussion of general,
issues and cOnsideratiOns for the future. Implementation
of a large scale, satellite-based educational system can , ,s
ifuhction as a cataly.t for thellintroduction of other
reforms.'Hybrid syste s using both space and'terrestrial
communication links, re discussed. Other technological

:and.coit issues are considerdd.
.

,

. ..

\
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INTRODUCTION

"Thgrc is no_tonger any need to that the communications
satellite is ultimately going to have a pofound effect upon
society; the events of the last'ten years have established this
beyond question. Nevertheless, it is possible that even now
we have only the faintest understanding of ita ultimate impact
;von our world. There are those who have argued that communi-
cations sqtellites...represent only an extension of existing
communications devices, and that society can absorb them
without too great an upheaval." (4)

. Arthur C. Clarke

-
"Isiah the advent of 'the cogimunications satglite, the term

'international communications' hai suddenly taken on a series
of connotagos that have introduced to "the world a new*Set of
problems ofcast complexity and grave consequences. Again**
find ourselves dealing with a,situation, so common in modern
timgs, wherein technology has outrun man's true understanding
of its potential, often potentially disastrous, effects on a
society." (2)

Drs CarrotZ.V.,Newsom.

The quotatibns are selected to illustrate,the differences
of opinion that prevail among those concerned with satel-
lite developments.

Communications satellites are a clear fact of internation-
al life in the Intelsat and Intersputnik systems. Weather
and earth resources satellites are well known. Braxil,
Canada, India, Indonesia, Iran, Japan and Other countries
alreadyshave, are planning for, or are shortly to launch
satellites that may -be used, in part, for educational and
developmental programs.

P 4

A great deal of time, ener d-mon as been spent in
develoeing_the-techno ogy. Yqt few resources have been ex-

. -p'efid-e-a- investigating ways to use this technology to. promote
national development through educAion and social service
.delivery. In order to learn about such matters,-the United
States implemented several experiments in id.livery of edu-

,

cation,and.health care by satellite. This report describes
some of the lessens learned in those experiments. It is
intended for planners and policy-makers concerned with
educational and social issues, and it focuses primarily on
issues of organization, production, and administration ciff4
educational and social service,projects.involving'satellites,

14,
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Background to the Study

This study is commissioned by the Educational Technology
Group of the Bureau for Technical Assistance/Office'of
*Educaticin and Human Resources (TAB/EHR) of the U.S. Agency-
for, International Development (A.I.D.). In some ways, it
is intended as a follow-on to an earlier A.I.D. study,
"Broadcast Satellites for Educational'Development: The
Experiments in BrazillIndia and theUnited States." (3)
That study was completed before any of the projects were
operational. It attempted to. raise issues pertinent to
the needs of less-developed country planners; but was
limited by the fact that it waswritten about projects
still untested. Certain key issues raised in it will-be
developed further in the following pages.

The A.I.D. Role, -

Even before the programs were operational, it was apparent
that many nations wished information about the U.S. proj- .

ects. In order to help meet this need, the Eductional
Technology Group of TAB/EHR organized in May, 1974,'an
international working-level conference in Denver, Colorado;
site of the headquarters of the Rocky Mountain Satellite
Technology Demonstration. The Conference was hosted by
the Federation of Rocky Mountain States, a parent-:organi-
zation to thesatellite project, and the project'itself.

A.I.D.'s interest in-such a conference stemmqa, in part,
from its previous involveMent with a series of.gatellite',
case studies: Those studies revealed that many of the
projects shared common problems,_and that there were needs-

------:tor 4.nformation exchange and an experimenter network.
This is consonant with A.I.D.'s oVerall4If6dtiKie set
forth in Section 220 of the Foreign Assistanbe Act of 1970:
to initiate a.wide array of activities aimed at aiding the
developing countries in using communications technologies
for projects in education, agriculture, health, and com=
munity development that strive to increase social equity

, and accelerate rural development. (For a description of
the Conference arid its results, see Appendix A.)

.11

The Perspective, of the Study

We decided that the most appropriate perspectilie for the
study would be to take several points of views including
that of the users. We also decided not to try to evalu-
ate th.6 guccess or failure of'any of the projects.

15
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Evaluations and other studies of the projects' implica-
tions have been commissioned.

Our task wculdbeto look at the projects,, and talk to the
people involved, and tO"relate wh...t we saw and how the
project personnel and the users felt about the projects.
Our main objective was to indicate to less-developed
countries what useful. lessons might be extracted from
these projects. Our judgments are, of course, subjective;
they are, however, grounded in our experience working in
and With LDCs.

pedple at all levels spoke frankly and were more than
willing to share their experiences, good and bad, for the
benefit of other countries.. We,have carefully cross-
checked our observations against the information of others
familiar with the projects, and we believe that o.1r percep-
tions are representative of how the projects are working.
However,,the projects are complex and changing, and it is
possible that'our report will contain some` inaccuracies.,
The responsibility for any errors in the report must re-
main with the authors, and not with the people who have
-,contributd8 to our research.

Methodology and Structure

What we viewed was not the entire range of projects on the
Applications Technology Satellite - Six (ATS-6) (4); we
studied' only the Health, Education and Telecommunications
(HET) demonstrations,which are a small portion of_the ATS-6
program. (See ApPendix2 for a table showing the entire
range of experimentsa

We_mere_quite familiar with several of the projects before
we .began the research for thiS repo-rt-. We, knewand were
known to muCh,of the management throughout -the system. We
followed the 'recommendations of project management on what
sites to visit. We do not' feel, however, that this appre-
ciably skewed the basic findings.. The cross-checking was
extensive. .

liThe approach o gathering information was not highly for-
malized: In 11 cases involving programs beamed to chil-
dren, we viewed them with children. Teacher programs, at
least on a representative sample basis; were viewed with
teachers and administrators. In several cases we watched
video tapes of additional programs so that our view would
not be prejudiced by having seen only a single program.

Throughout the system, we saw and talked with people work-
ing, with and using it. We talked with children, teachers,

16
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parents, administrators, school board members, site co-
ordinators, project and component managers and department
heads, fedcral officials) interested academic and other
.observers and with many who are professionally concerned
with evaluating the projects. Before, during and after
the active phase'Of research, we maintained contact with
people whose knowledge is of the.areas served, rather

. than of thesprojects themselveg. Some of these are at
area universities, some at foundations. All respondents
were promised confidentiality. (A list of those we talked
to'isattached as Appendix B.)

- .

A number of remote sites, some of which were extremely
inaccessible, were visited. (See Appendix C for site
lists; sites vlsited,are starred.)

Our deepest thanks are due to all of those who gave so
generously of their time, energy, thought', files.and
hospitality.

The remainder of this report will describe the satellite
'and its associated ground equipment, the HET deMontrations
themselves., and the findings that we feel are ,of interest
to those considering an,4nvolvement with satellite tech-
nology;

The Technology

The Applications Technology Satellite - Six -is the sixth in
a series of experimental satellites designed to carry out
technological/ meteorological, scientific and.communica-
tions research. The National Aeronautics and Space Admin-
istration (NASA) °pegan the development of this series in
the 1960s, launching the first one in December of 1966.
Since 1966, the technology has progressed dramatically in
terms of on-board power and the ability to direct a highly-
focused signal. The TS -6 is the most sophisticated and
powerful satellite in the entire series. .

o
The ATS-6 Satellite

The essential difference between the ATSI6 and previous
satellites is its capacity to broadcast to, small, rela-
tively low-cost ground antennas and receivers. The use
of small ground stations offers the potential for radical,
changes in the way communications satellites may be em-
ployed for health care, educatiOn, or other social ser-
vice delivery or for personal communications.

17
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Each of the two video transpbnders on the satellite can
transmit a video image plus four simultaneous audio chan-
nels. Receivers must be equipped with a switch allowing
them to select a particular audio channel; once.this is
done, the viewer of a program may choose among, for ex-
ample, four different languages whicfi might accompany the
,video picture. (Additional information about the technol-
ogical objectives and specifications appears;as Appendix D.)

The ATS-6 was lifted into,space on May SOth, 1974, at
9:00 AM by a-Titan IIIC rocket and six and one-half hours.
later achieved its final stationary orbit. Twenty-five
minutes after that, it deployed its 30-foot dacron mesh
antenna. The satellite is positioned 22,300 miles (35,680
kilometers) above the Equator at 94° West longitude (west
of Ecuador and above the Galapagos Islands.) It orbits
the earth every 24 hours in the same direction as the
earth's rotation; thus it always appears to be ,stationed
in one spot in relation to the earth.

The Ground Stations
L

The unique feature of the ATS-6 programs is their use of
a small, relatively inexpensive ground station for recep-
tion and transmission.. The low cost of the 'required sta
tion makes the installation of mariy'such stations econom-
ically feasible. The earliest plans for these ground
stations in the ATS -6 experiments called for a:terMinal
that could both receive and transmit in the 2.5 GHz range.
However, it proved impossible for most of the sites to
_obtain permission. to transmit in that frequency.because
of possible interference with other' users; they, could,
however, receive in that frequency.

Ir.vorder to enable the remote stations to transmit, a
compromise solution was adopted. This was to use the
audio transponders on two earlier satellites of the Alt
series to provide a talkback link from'remote sites.
The-two earliersatellites (ATS -1 andATS=3) have substan-
tiallly poorer signal quality than ATS-6 and require a
sepatate antenna, but the compromise did'permit the

'experiments to retain the two-Way capability.'

There. are three basic categories of remote stations.
(See Figure 1 on page following.) They are "receive-only
terminals" (ROT), "intensive terminale(IT), and "compre-
hensive terminals" (CT). The ROT.is-the basic unit; it
can receive color video signals and associated audio chan-
nels, but it cannot transmit. The required equipment con-
sists of a,10-foot diameter parabolic antenna, a pre-
amplifier mounted on the antenna, an indobr amplifier/

.18
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FIGURE 1

RECEIVE ONLY TERMINAL (ROT)

1. Receives.colot'video ) CANNOT TRANSMIT
2. Receives ,audio

A. 10-foot diameter parabolic antenna
B. Pre-amplifier mounted on the antenna

- C. Indoor amplifier /converter unit
D. Conventional television set

INTENSIVE TERMINAL (IT)

1. Receives color video )

2. Receives audio.

A. 10-foot diameter parabolic antenna .

B:',Pre-amplifier mounted on. the antenna
C'., Indoor amplifier /converter unit
D. Conventional television set

a. Very high frequency radio*
b. Separate.helical antenna (for radio)
c. Small indoor .transceiver

TRANSMITS AUDIO

COMPREHENSIVE TERMINAL

1. Receives color video ,) TRANSMITS' AUDIO
2. Receives audio ,AND VIDEO

A. 10-foot diameter parabolic antenna
B. Pte-amplifier mounted on-the antenna
C. Indoor amplifier/converter unit
D. Conventional television se-

0. Very high frequency radio
b. Separate helical, antenna (for radio)
c. Small indoor transceiver

1) Second 10-foot antenna (video)
2) Video signal transmitting equipment
3) Camera
4) Lights
5) Other studio equipment

NOTE: Many sites are also_equippedvith video
tape recorderd.

Operates over the ATS-1 and ATS-3 satel-
lites.
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converter unit, and a
of the'ROTs also have
the incoming program,
equipment.

. .

conventional television set. Many
a videotape recorder for recording
b:ut this is not a required piece of

The second level of installation is the intensive terminal,
°Ighichlban transmit an audio signal as well as,receive video
and audio. It consists of the equipment required for an
ROT plus a simplex, or push-to-talk Very High Frequency
(VHF) radio, similar to-those used by aircraft pilots, but
operating over the ATSwl or'AI'S.-3 satellites. The radio
requires a separate helical antenna and a small indoor
transceiver. Only one site at a time can use the ATS-1 or
ATS-3 satellites, so each site must wait until the channel
is clear before transmitting. And, the people to whom the
transmission is beamed must wait for the sender to finish
speaking before respondihg.

Comprehensive terminals can both receive and transmit audib
and video. These, are being used only in the Alaska Indian
Health Service and WAMI (Washington-Alaska-Montana-Idaho)
experiments. In addition to the equipment used a.t4an in-
tensive site, comprehensive sites have a second ten-foot
antenna and associated electronics for transmitting the
video signal, plus a 'camera, lights, and other studio
equipment.' .

Control of the satellite and transmission of most of the
programs is abpomplished through a 30-foot diameter.earth
station antenna. (41e main Network Control Center_is lo-
cated'near Denver, Colorado, and NASA has two similar
stations in Rosman, North Carolina and Mojave- Cayifornia.

mod
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THE HEALTH, EDUCATION AND TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEMONSTRATIONS

Introduction

A broad range Of education and health-related activities
are being tried out Oh-ATS-6 during its year of availa-
bility in the United States. ,These are being undertaken
in three main regions - in the .Rocky Mountain area, in
the Appalachian States, and in- Alaska.

j Within each region, a number of different programs are
being conducted, usually by more than one organization.
Six organizations are chiefly responsible for the sate1=
lite demonstration projects, half of which are agencies
of the federal or state government. The remaining three
are nonrgovernmental regional organizations. The projects
operate quite independently of each other, except in the
case of hardware procurement. Subsequent sections will
describe the regions and the activities of each project.

The HET demonstrations were a late addition to theATS-6.
(5) They were not formalry approved and committed until
September or October of 1971. The plahning for some-of
them started well after the final satellite fabrication
and launch contract had been signed by NASA and the manu-
facturer. Transponders to 'Suit the Rrojects's*needs were
"squepied in" to available space. The shortage of plan-
ning time was a source of problems for the projects.

uring the 1971-1974 time period, there were.several
shifts among the federal agencies that were most. actively
concerned with the projects. At various times, the proj-
ects were dealing with: the Office of Telecommunications
Pdlicy of the Department of Health,EduCation_and_Welfare;_
the National Center for Educational Technology in the U.S.
Office of'Education; 'and the National Institute of Educa-
tion. These shifts affected the continuity of project
planning and funding.

The individual projects had few linkages to each other,
either formally or informally. Some were managed`by
existing educational organizations; some by organizations,
that had been inexistence for other purposes; some by en-
tities created especially for the project.

The National "Institute of Education, which funded the
educational (as opposed to medical) experiments, defines
its goals as follb s:

-To evaluate the asibility of a satellite-bgsed
distribution, syste for providing needed educational
services to isolated rural populatiOns;

2 N
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-To test and evaluate, using a variety of instruction-
al materials, the degree to which the'intended audi -.
ences accept the service, and determine the costs
of various ways to deliver those services; and

-To.determine the most effective organizational
arrangements for developing and using complex
technologies in education. (6).

Geography and Demography

Since many readers will be unfamiliar'with the specific
areas of the UnitPd States in which the demonstrations are
taking Place, some "setting of the scene" is in order.
(See maps and "footprints", Appendix F.)

The regions were chosen because they represent a mix of
isolated rural areas, deficient in the delivery of edu-
cational and social services and possessed of inadequate
communications facilities. By U.S. standards, they were
deficient, but LDC standards are different from U.S. stan-

.

dards.

Virtually all of the remote sites outside of Alaska have
several important things in common. All can be reached
by relatively good roads and highways. All have telephone
communications. All have reasonably good pOstal services.
All have radio and television signals available to them,
althought.in most cases, these do not'serve educational
and developmental needs.

Any'of the problems encountered by these projects are apt
to be compounded where the transportation and communica-
0tn-SSystems are under-developed.

LDCs also often lack an acclimatization to various levels
of technology. Generally, even in the smallest and most
isolated of American communities there are people who know
how tofix.things: radios, television sets, automobiles,
generators, snowmobiles. Electrical power (even if
generator-provided) is available, as is fuel (et/en if
flown in). There are well-trained doctors and teachers
available, although .in many'places there are too few and
they may be a long distance away. But, where there is
this distance, except in Alaska, there are telephones,
there are ambulances, there are ways.

Even in isolated areas we saw schools (and this is true
of Alaska, as well) equipped with audio/visual.projection
equipment and video tape casette machines. Conditions like
these constitute the ambience in which the demonstrations
took place.
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Alaska

Alaska is an enormous state - it encompasses four time
zones. Of its 265 villages, towns and cities, two,;-thirds
have no access to railroads or highWays. Transportation--:
there is by air or sea, or on land by snowmobile or occa=
sionally a dog team. These communities also lack the
kinds of sophisticated communications which characterize
the rest of the United Stites. More than 100 communities ,

are repOrted to have no communications at all, except for
short wave radio. The total population of the state is
estimated at about 350,000, of.whom 30,000 live in the
vicinity of Fairbanks arid 100,000 within a thirty.to fifty
mile circle of'Anchoragei Seventy-five percent of Alaska's
civilian population (excepting the North Slope, where the

.

.oil fields are being developed) live on 10.6% of the land
mass. TWenty-five percent live in areas claSsified as
"remote rural.".

4
. .

Alaska's small villages are populated by Eskimos, Indians'
or Aleuts; in these Native villages life can be verydif-
ferent from the patterns of communities in other Ameacan
states. Villagers often rely, in some measure, upon fish-
ing, hunting, and food-gathering for subsistence. Incomes

-- are generally supplemented by seasonal emploprnt or public
assistance: Year -Pound jobs are scarce and when they exist,
are apt to .be held by *on-Nativqs. Indomes are Very low;

%. the cost of living is high and rising steadily.

Appalachia

The Appalachian' Region, which runs from southern `New York'
to-Mississ-ippi-r-encompasses 13 qtates_andAP_Mg_pf the oor
est counties in the United States. There are many rural,
isolated communities where the terrain hampers transporta-
tion and communications. Although excellent interstate

'highways run throughout the area, local transportation
has long-been a source of discontent.' The area has manx

,one-room school houses. Extremes of weather aggravate 4
the transportation problem and.keep. many children away
from school. Often children do not'have enough to eat
or warm enough clothing to wear to school.

Appalachia tends to be-culturally and ethnically homo4e-
neous,although there are still considerable differences
in life style between the Appalachians of the southern
part of New York State and those who live in the northern
part of Mississippi:
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"Rocky Mountain Region

Because of the sipe of the satellite's "footprint", the
experiment includes Nevada and Arizona, as well as the
states considered to be in the Rocky Mountains. The total
area of the eight states more than,860,000 square miles,

one-fourth of the total area of the.United States. (This

area is larger thin Central Europe.) The population of
8,250,000, however, represents"only four percent of the

national total. Density per square mile is 9,.7 people,
compared with 953A. in the State of New jersey.

The area is one of contrasts. It has some of the highest
mountain areas in the United States, and some of the deep -

esE valleys. it has semi-arid plains and 'sweltering
deserts. Ethnically, it has sub-cultures of Native American
Indians, Spanish-Americans, Mexican-Americans, Basques,
Orientals; 6rid Blacks.

Industry is diversified, communications and roads are
generally excellent to good, despite the fact that there
are pockets of rural isolation and poverty.

The ethnic and cultural diversity, though, may be more
comparable to the less-developed country situation. than
would'be the case, in Appalachia and Alaska, although.the
latter comes close in terms, of linguistic diversity and

some inter-ethnic hostilities.

About 30% of the nation'S Indian population lives in the
Rocky Mountain Region, most of them on 70 reservations
representing more than 30 tribes and occupying.38 million
acres of land. The ,region' alsb contains about 30% of all
Mexican-Americans in the United States.

13-i-a-CiaafW-thewsma-1-le-st---in-number of the major ethnic
groups in the region, ranging from 0.3 ga-C61-it-uf
lation in Idaho and Montana to six percent in Nevada.

Communications Demography

There is, throughout these areas, a high level of famili-
arity with technology and ability to maintain it.

"When the project was first being planned, it was believed
that there were communities with no access to television,
either commercial or educational. Examination in depth
failed to find communities that did not have some televi-
sion signal, although choices were extremely limit..d." (7)

Radio and television Sand ancillary devices, as earlier
noted, are almost omni-present, a situation to be found

24
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in ,few, if any, LDCs. National average television penetra-
tion is 96% (64 million of 67 million American households
have television), although Alaska is excluded from that
percentage. Television penetration in the Rocky Mountain
Region is much lower than the national average; it sinks
as 1041.....as 60% in some counties'.

As of January 1972, the United States had 125,142000
telephones, or 80.13 per hundred ,persons. out of a total
of 291,329,000 in the world. (This' represents about 42 %-
of the telephones in the world.) These are to be found
in rural, isolated communities in Appalachia and in the
Rocky Mountain area, a distribution unlikely to'prevail
in the leSs-developed countries. Contrast the statistics
for Ifdia and Brazil, nations that are also contemplating
the use of satellites for...education and development:
India has 1,351,200 telephones, or 0.25 per 100 persons;
Brazil, 2,064,'950, or 2.12per 100 persons; these are
primarilyArlocated in urban areas. (8)

Rocky Mountain Educational project

The demonstration in the Rocky Mountain States is being
done-by the Federation of Rocky Mountain states (FRMS),
headquartered in Denver, Colorado. The Federation's goal.
is,toprotote the orderly development of the region and

. to attdmpt totpolve.regional problems by involving the
states, the federal government and the private sector in '

'cooperative efforts. The Federation includes the states
of Colorado, Idaho, Montana, New Mexico, Utah and Wyoming.
Arizona and Nevada are participating in the Satellite
Technology Demonstration, although they are not members
of the MS.

The FRMS project is called the Satellite Technology Demon-
stration (STD). 'It consists of several coti..nents, imple-
men e. y a core s a in enver, Colorado and by field
staff at each site,, with an intermediate staff level in
each_state.

The target audience varies for each series, but all employ
the same reception equipment. A total of 68 receiving sta-
tions have been established, 56 of which are in rural
schools. Of the school-based terminals, 24, or three in
eachwstate, have two-way audio communication capabilities.
These are termed "intensive terminals" (ITs), in contrast
to the other "receive-only terminals" R0Ts). An.audio
return link is carried out over.the ATS-3, an older satel-
lite in the Application Technology Satellite series, which

'has much lower signal quality than does the-ATS-6. (Site
list: Appendix C)

0
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The remaining 12 terminals are installed at pubfic televi=
sion stations in the region, so that the STD programs.can,
be rebroAdcast to a much broader audienCe than that
volved'An the demonstration. The rebroadcasts can bee.
received on conventional television receivers in private'
homes.-

The STD is the largest of the demonstrations being car-
ried out over the ATS-6. It consists of four distinct
activities: "Time Out," a career education series di-
rected ata Junior High Schoal audience; "tareeri'in the
Classroom," an in-service training program for teachers;
"Materials Distribution Service," a program which transmits

_ supplementary educational" materials, and "Footprints," a
series of programs for adults.

"Time Out"

The "Time Out" series on career education is the "backbone"
of the STD.

Career education is a relatively new subject and haS
obvious economic utility. 'It is a major emphasis area at
the U.S. Office of Educatir,r1. "Time Out" is a one-semes-

' -ter ,:ourse directed at Junibr-High School students in the.
seventh-ta ninth grades. In the United States, these
students fall into the 12, 13,ad 14-year-old age group.()
The broadcasts are, daily, 29 minutes in length, and are
followed by six minutes of "live" interaction for the in-

,tensive sites. The curriculum has been developed and
produced for the STD.

The objectives of thecourse fall into three main areas:
(one) "self-assessment.," or helping the student accurately
assess his own needs, aptitudes, interests and skills;
(two) "career exploration, " or introducing the student to
the broad.spectrum of career options; and (threedecision
making" or helping thestudent develop skills required for 4.-

making, meaningful decisions.

The content is presented in a "magazine format"; a series
of short, independent "segments are strung togetherto form
a s w.. Each segment presents, in humorous or dramatic
f at, a portion'of the day's content. They are bridged.
together through the'use of a science-fiction format that
permits rapid "jumps" thrOugh time and space: The programs
are developed through a team approach in which an educator,
two writers and a television director work together from
the conceptualization of a program to its final production.
Two such teams, overseen by an executive producer, have
produced the eighty-one programs. in the "Time Out" series.
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The 29-minute length was-chosen sonthat programs could.be
rebroadcast by publiC television in a standard 30-minute
program time period .

broadcast of .the taped segments there is no,
interaction with the students, nor ate\ students prompted
to make active responses. For six minutes after the rend
of-the taped broadcast, Wo studio instructors come-on
"liVe". (For the non-breadcaiters among our readers,
"live" refers to broadcasts 1.4hiCh are not pre-recorded.)
They briefly summarize the day's content and ask for
questions from three specific,intensive"sites. The first
site bhOsen to respond on a given daytransmits questions
or comments over-.the ATS-3's audio chanbel, and, the mes-
sage is relayed from:Denver's control center to all of the,
sites.. The two studio.teahers, aided by Off-came5a.re
isour,ce'personse irespond to the first site's-questOpi and
then'takequestionsfrom'the'next site. Three sitls can.
'usually be polled in this way, but the six- minute limit
for this, interactive portion of the'program precludes any
lengthy exchanges.

,

T116 interaction was originally intended td. be carried out
via AITS-6's audio. channels. The compromise solution of
,using' the ATS-3 satellite is rut as convenient a, ATS-Eh
would bar-been.

When the studio teachers announce-which-stes-theT-Will be
contacting-ttn-that-daY,ale7iocal teacher usually selects
a volunteer froM the class to ask 'a question over satellite
radio. There is no opportunity for -the class to discuss"
program content or "pool" their questions. -the -- interaction
follows imincliately-a-fter-dNaTtapedportion. Sites not

__--chdser-"for day's interaction have no opportunity to
ask questions. Each"Friday'sfrbroadcast Is devoted tolly
to interaction and review ofthe previous four dai!s pro-
grams. Most ofthe sites have,the opportunity to interact
if they wish during the Friday sessions.

tls

There is esubstantial "support" effort for, this series.
Teachers receive a teachers' guide, containing lesson out-
lines and suggested activities. Students receive-morithly
program schedules that provide.capsule.4escriptiOns of
each day's programs-and contain.games and puzzles related -

to the program. Administrative support is provided bhrougfi
a local "Site,Coordinator,". who in many sites, a person

works.pa'rt-time as Site.CooTdinator and part -time in
so other capacity within the school. The docal Site
Coordinators re-Port to State Coordinators who, in turn,
report to the.Utilizatian/Field Services component of the
STD.. Each State, Coordinator has a close relationship with
his State's Department of Education.' -

27
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An internal re se a rch_gro up as_c onducting_an_ext
gram of testing and surveying. After each day's broadcast,
students fill out "ratings" of, the programming on mark-
'sense cards andsend-them to Denver. Pre- and post-tests
On program content !end other matters assess student prog-
ress and attitude'6. This information is used for forma-
tive evaluation to guide changes in the STD while it is
going on.

"Careers in the Classroom"

This is an in-service training series aimed at classroom
teachers and school administrators. It is broadcast every
other week.; 16 programs are spread out over 12 weeks. The
content concerns the introduction of career education con-
cepts.into the curriculum.' The goal of the course is to
'make teachers knowledgeable about career education and to
enable them to assist their students as they.lace career-
related decisions.

The format is a live lecture.from an authority in the field
for 20 to 30 minutes, followed by approximately a half-hour
of interaction with the teachers at the intensive sites.
One program is devoted entirely to interaction. Each pro- ,
-am-cis-rebroadcagt on ano er ay o accommoaate schbd-

uling problems. College credit is offered through:a
.variety of institutions., Because the teachers often must
take continuing education courses to retain-theltbe-ftifi=
cation, the availability of such credit is a strong motiva-
tion for participation..: A small pamphlet containing the
outline of the lecture and biographical information about
the lecturer is supplied prior to each class.

Materials Distribution Service

Commercial educational fiims_on_a_wide-varietybf-topa.cs
are diqributed-via the satellite for videotaping and later
use ty the schOols. 'Approximately 400 films are available
and are listed in a catalog. Teachers at STD sites express
,their preferences on mail-in order formi and the "most re-
quested" films are transmitted. Each site has the option
of recoidipg two hours.per week of materials; all sites
can receive the transmitted programs.

These films come from two organizations which normally dis-
tribute educational films by mail, The Great Plains
National Instructional Television Library was paid about
$14,000 for 100 programs, varying In length from 15 to 45
minutes. In addition, two hundred copies of a teacher's
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--guide-were-provided-tor-each-progranv. This-fee,-which
paid by the STD, covers one school year"s use of the
material.

The Encyclopedia Britannica Educational Corporation also
leased films to the STD. Three hundred films, with a
catalog list price of about $61,000 were leased, fox one
school year, for 15% of that purchase figure, about $9000.
In addition, a lidensihg fee was charged for casette
machines at each site; this-came-tó-about an additional
$5000. If the sites wish to keep these films and use them
beyond the end of the demonstration project, they may
enter into a separate agreement with the owner for 30%
of the original catalog price.

"'Footprints" s,.

This evening series is directed to the adult community.
It is concerned with topics of interest to the rural com-
munities, such as mail fraud, strip mining, and agri-
business. There are ten 50-minute progralls in,the series;
eight of them,, present information on the evening's topic,
and'are followed by interaction. One of the programs is
entirely interactive and the remaining program has no
interactio7s at all:

Appalachian Education Satellite Project

The Appalachian Regional Commission (ARC) is a federal-,
state agency that has been in existence since1965. Its
goals are to focus professional expertise and federal
monies to find solutions to regional problems and to pro-
mote overall development of the region. One of its proj-
ects.is the ATS-6 demonstration, called the Appalachian
Education Satellite Project, (AESP). The ARC works through
existing institutions known as*Regional Education Service
Agencies (RESAs) at the local level. The RESAs usually
function as educational cooperatives among school dis-
tricts. For the AESP project, they also coordinate
project-related activities at the local level, arrange
for local universities to grant 'college credit to teachers
taking the AESP courses, help staff a Project'Advisory
Council and assist ARC in a number Of ways.

There are a'total of 15 sites participating in the AESP.
They are arranged in five clusters of three sites each.
Each cluster falls under the jurisdiction of one RESA.
All three sites in each'cluster can receive the satellite
broadcasts; only one of them, however, can transmit. The
two receive-only siteeinteract directly with the instructor
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__,Qn_televi_Sion through the third site, to which they are

4

connected by.telephone. The transmitting site can trans-
mit voice and teletype (not video) to the main studio.
Figure 2 presents a diagram of these 'relationships:
(See Appendix C for site list.)

The AESP offers several courses in in-service training
for teachers, one on basic elementary reading intruction
and the other on career education instruction.

4

Continuing .professiorial edycation for teachers is a need
that is,hard to.meet in Appalachia because if is difficult
to travel to where courses are given. The choice of career
education as'a subject has already been explained in the
description of the STD. Elementary reading.was'chosen be-
cause reading has long been a problem in the area.,

The courses consist of weekly TV broadcasts, classroom
activities with an on-site coordinator in'charge, and out-
of-cla6s assignments. Teachers and school administrators
taking the courses receive a packet of instructional mater-
ials for the course. In addition, there is a small library
of professional materials available at each site. The
courses are,,16 lessons long. There is an opportunity for
interaction either at the end of each day's lesson or

mknaTs2--that-are-devoted-sole4_
mteraction.

Interaction is accomplished, for the most part, through,a
hybrid teletype system. Receive-only sites send their
questions over teletype via lines to the transmitting sites
in their cluster.'rNon-redundant questions are sent from
that site to th broadcasting studio as teletype messages
over the ATS-3 atellite. Some questions, usually, about
topics covered reyiously, are sent in advance of the pro-
,gram; some are s nt during it. A person in the studio

.\

receives all the sites' questions, filter's out duplicate
questions, arran es\them roughly by order of importance,
and gives them t the television instructor.

ads\the question on the air, names the
wers it. This system circumvents the
ilences-,(or "dead air ") while individual
o respond, and seems to work fairly
teraction link is also used by teachers
s for information which is then obtained

by either a manual or\a computer search. This service,
although somewhat

L
cumbersome, is free to the enrolled

teachers. There re infrequent instances where questions

The instructorrr
source(s) and an
problem of long
sites get ready
smoothly. The i
to submit reques
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FIGURE TWO

REGIONAL EDUCATIONAL SERVICE AGENCY (RESA)*

A. Coordinates project-related activities

B. Arranges local college credits for teachers
taking courses

C. Helps staff Project Advisory Council

SITE ONE

4

Has jurisdiction over Site'Two and Site Three.

a. Receives from studio via ATS-6
b. Receives telephone communications from

Sites 2 and 3
c. Transmits to studio via voice

--and_teletypa4over _ATS-_3)

Site Two

a. Receives from studio via ATS-6
b. Transmits to Site 1 via teletype

(over telephone lines)

Site Three

a. Receives from studio via ATS-6
b. Transmits to Site 2 via telephone

(over telephone lines)

* The pattern is repeated throughout fifteen sites
which are broken into five clusters of three sites
each. One site always has jurisdiction over the
other two and all communicate as above.
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are transmitted by voice, rather than by teletype. The
voice communication capability seems to be more important
for administratbive communications.

There are approximately 20-25 students per class
,
at each

of the fifteen sites. Most-of.the students are taking
this course for graduate-level college credit. Gaining
credits required for re-certification may be a Major mo-
tive for participating in the rrogram. The tuition charges
are either waived, or reduced to a nominal amount during
this demonstration period. The AESP sites are generally
closer to the students than colleges offering comparable
courses.

The format for the television lesson is straightforward
instruction. The instructor. lectures and uses film clipg
of'Appalachian teachers using the technique he is describ-
ing, other visual aids, and panels of experts to present
the content.

Following most of'the lessons, there is a 15-minute pre-
programmed audio-review that makes unique use of the four
audio channels that accompany the video picture. The par-
ticipants each have a four-button "response-pad" that ac-
tually seledts the audio channel that they hear on a set
of earphones. 'All the channels carry the'same review
material and multiple-choice questions. The students hear
identicalmaterial until they push the button corresponding
to their choice of answer toLa-multiplechoice_question7.4-
They then hear, on the selected audio track, a description
of the factors they should have considered in making their
choice. Each answer choice has a different description
that is appropriate to that particular answer. The student
hears therone most appropriate to his choice and then the
common text resumes.

There is a site coordinator at every site, plus a faculty
consultant for every group of three sites. The ,site co-
ordinator handles all the technical and administrative de-
tails, while the faculty, consultant advises students and
assists in evaluating their progress. There may be another
staff member,- helping to handle the teletype communications
at the transmitting site.

All of the programming was produced by the production center
at the University of Kentucky, Lexington. While not employ-
ing a formal "course team" approach, the production effort
was characterized by close communication and Cooperation
between the educators and the producers. Some of the pro-
gramming is now being distributed over terrestrial educa-
tional stations on a for-credit basis.

a.
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An internal evaluation group is performing studies of
teaching effectiveness and of attitudes towards various
presentation formats. The evaluation consists of pre-
and post-course measures of learning,' attitudinal ratings
immediately following each broadcast, and some pilot test-

. ing of programming. Educational needs assessment data.
from a study conducted in Appalachia shortly before the
satellite demonstration was available to the AESP during
its planning.

Appalachian Region Veterans Administration Hospital Project

The Veterans' Administration maintains a nationwide system
of hospitals to serve eligible veterans of the U.S. Armed
Forces. Tensof its hospitals, each located in the Appala-
chian region, are participating in a series of different
experiments exploring the delivery of medical services and
education via satellite. Five different uses are being
investigated; the satellite is available approximately two
and one-half hours per week. The Veterans' Administration
(VA) has contracted with the Foundation for Applied Commu-
nication Technology (FACT) to handle administration and
coordination of the experiments, as well as to design,
produce and distribute the experimental programmihg.

A needs assessment in the_participating_VA_hos.pitals_re----
'in a long list of topics named as the areas of

greatest interest or need. Following the selection of the
topics,_specific objectives and faculty coordinators were
chosen for each program. The programs fall into five dif-
ferent formats: (a) video seminars, (b) out-patient clinics,
(c) Grand Rounds, (d) teleconsultations, and (e) computer-
assisted instruction.

Video seminars constitute the bulk of the experiment. The
audiences are physicians, or nurses or other health profes-
sionals. Approximately 20-30 minutes of each program is
devoted to a pre-taped presentation on the issue of the day,
following which the lecturer answers questions from the
audience for half an hour. Attendance at the seminars is
voluntary; there is no formal registration or credit struc4
ture. Some learning measures are taken for the evaluation
of the program, but individual achievement isnot being
assessed. Each video seminar is an independent program,
not part of a cumulative curriculum. Each is usually
accompanied by a short booklet summarizing the content
of the session and providing background material.

Out-Patient Clinics are very similar in format to the Video
Seminars, except that the intended audience is out-patients
and their.families and the goal is to provide patient edu-
cation.
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Grand Rounds includes live presentations of patients or
of case-histories, originating from the studio, rather
than\from the remote hospitals. Following the presenta-
'tion, the ty-kaay.audio capability is used,-,for discus-
sion and.for''guestions and answers. The audience in;
cludes physicians, lnurses and other health professionals.

Teleconsultations are basically the same as Grand Rounds,
except that they "originate" in, a remote hospital. The
hospitals cannot transmit live video, but they sometimes
mail a videotape for the studio to broadcast at the be-
ginning of the consultation; during the consultation
they use "slow-scan" video ("still" video pictures trans-
mitted over an audio channel, such as 4 telephone, which'
take about one minute to fill the screen). In this way,
they can present X -Rays, electrocardiograms, case histo-
ries and other pertinent data about a patient. All the
hospitals are able to receive the slow-scan after it is
rebroadcast by the studio. Experiments are being con-
ducted with both black-and-white and color slow-scan.
The remote hospitals tend to present cases they think are
interesting, rather than cases in which they want a con-
sultant's advice. Thus, the "teleconsultation" portion
of the experiment might more properly be called "Remote
Grand Rounds".

--Two-computer-related experiments -are being conducted: One
is a computer program, that includes a patient's "work-up"
(history taking), a simulated diagnosis of electrocardia-
grams, a simulated diagnosis and treatment of an emergency
patient, and a probability game involving diagnosis of a
patient with a history of certain persistent symptoms.
The other, computer experiment is a nursing course using CAI.

A thorough summative evaluatin is being conducted. Feed-
badk for formative use is collected through informal tele-
phone surveys of participating hospitals.

Alaska Indian Health Service Project

The Indian Health Service (IHS) project in Alaska is the
only one to focus exclusively on health care delivery.
Because the task differs from the educational projects,
the organization and procedures followed are somewhat
different.

Teleconsultation

The Jlanana Service Unit, a large administrative unit in
Central Alaska, has for several years participated in a
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radio satellite health care experiment. Daily communica7
tiOn between local health aides and an Indian Health.Ser-

.vice doctor has been established using ATS -l. The health
aides, usually natives, are selected by their communities
and receive a few months training. They return to-their
villages, equipped with a manual_and
vide what are usually the only health services available.
These health aides discuss their patientswith the doctor
at a specified time each day on the satellite radio. They.
can make emergency calls 'at anytime, if they must have
immediate advice or order in a-plane__to evacuate a criti-
cally ill patient. The-health-aides-usually operate out
of their own homes. Many have now been on the job for
several years.

Two of the larger villages in the previous experiment have
community clinics, staffed by nurses as well as health
aides. These two clinics draw patientrom the surround-
ing areas and have become the focal point'of a new tele-
medicine experiment. Both clinics have been equipped with
television cameras, and transmitters, and consultations can
now be carried out on ivc video.

The doctors at the Tanana Service Unit's field/hospital and
specialists at the Anchorage Native Medical Center are
available for_consultation. The field hospital is about
250 miles from Anchorage and can be reached only by air or
river boat. Both clinics are well over Ma miles frOm-the
field hospital, and are equally hard to reach.

Typically,,the nurse:-or health aide in the remote clinic
presents a patient to the field hospital doctor on the
video; sometimes the remote doctors present patients to
the st:4cialists in Anchorage. Equipment for transmitting
electrocardiograms and chest sounds is available,'if need-

.

ed. The consulting physicians can question the nurse and
the patient, study the transmitted data, and view X-Rays
made at the remote clinic. If they need to, the consul-
tants can transmit video to the remote site in order to
demonstrate activities to the nurse and the patient. How-
ever, only one,site can transmit at a time; when the doc-
tor can see the patient, the patient cannot see the doctor,
and vice-versa.

Three sites (Galena, Fort Yukon and Tanana) can transmit
video, over the system. Anchorage can monitor the system,
but cannot transmit video. The Fairbanks clinic originally
had the capability to transmit video but was not able to
use its equipment because of personnel shortages. The
equipment was subsequently "cannibalized" to provide spare
parts for use elsewhere.
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The privacy of medical encounters can be protected with a
system of "scramblers" and"de-scramblers". The scrambler
distorts'the transmitted signal in such a way that it is
unintelligible to any receiving station lacking a de-
scrambler.

Health Information System

A second portion of the IHS demonstration involves the im-
plementation of a computerized medical record system fdr

--outpatients. The system is called the Health Information
System (HIS) and was originally.developed by the Indian
Health SerVice and Bell Aerospace for use on n Indian
reservation in Arizona. In HIS, health care providers fill
out,, specially formatted records of each out-patient encoun-
ter. The notes they make are coded and entered into the
computer system, which addsthem to .the.indiviaual pa-
tient's file. This system helps to ovdrcome_a'severe
problem in Alaska, where patients often go to many_diUei-
ent places to get care, and it is difficult to obtain
records from other places. Health care prOviders receive
bi-weekly printings-of the records of the patients
wild live in their area. In the original experiment plans,
health care providers who have access to a computer termi-
nal would be able to request an individual's medjacal record
from the'computer in,Arizona via the ATS-1 satellite and
get an immediate print-out of his medical history and re-
cent problems. However, equipment problems delayed the
implementation of this .feature.

Alaska Education Project

The largest of the projects in Alaska is run by the Gover-
'4 not's Office of Telecommunication (GOT). It is primatily

an educational'project, with programs for priMary school
children and in-service training for teachers. It also
produces other programs, such as a topical evening show
for adults.

The two primary school programs a44 the topical evening
program were designed with the help of "Consumer Commit-
tee", which advised on format and content. The Consumer,
,Committees are composed of parents, native leaders,
teachers and administrators.

Seventeen sites are participating in the demonstration
(Site list: Appendix C). 'Each village can 'receive the

'video signal and transmit an audio signal back via ATS -l.
A part.-:time "utilization aide", recruited from\the commu-
nity, is present at each-site. The aide's job is to make
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sure,that things run smoothly, turn the set on and off,
align the antenna when necessary, collect data, distribute
project information and supplies to participants, and
publicize coming events.

P_rimary School_ Programs

The topic areas for the primary school programs are lan-
guage development and health education. The language
deVelopment program, called BOLD-for Basic Oral Language
Development, is directed at fiye, six and seven-year -olds.
It attempts to increase proficiency in spoken English'
through the use of repetition drills directed by the
studio teacher. The teacher interacts on camera with a
robot and two "space creature" puppets, trying to teach
them English. She also directly prompts the students
watching on television to'vocalizeresponses. Simple
materials such as balloons or plastic spoons are used in
the drill exercises. A set of such materials is, provided
to the teacher at the remote schools.

Each programis 20 minutes long and is followed by a ten-
minute interaction period. The main program'is pre-tappd
and transmitted from Fairbanks, but the live interaction
portion uses a different teacher and is transmitted from
Juneau. The interaction is used to conduct a roll-call
of the'sites for commsnts and questions, and to rehearse
the drills.

A total of 32 programs has been produced in this.series,
entitled "Amy and the Astros". They are broadcast each
Monday and repeated each Friday. 'Teachers receive a
"Lessen Guide" that includes advance lesson preparation.
activities and suggestions for teaching techniques.

The other primary school program, "Right On", is a course
for eight, nine and ten-year-olds on health education. It
is transmitted, immediately before the language development
Course. Thirty7two programs have also been produced in
this series. Instead'of repeating-Monday's broadcast on
Friday,,films on health-related topics, purchased from
outside sources, are used for the Friday broadcasts. The
programs produced especially for the series have a 20.7
minute presentation followed by ten minutes of interaction.
The commercially produced films can fill the entire half-
hour; there is not necessarily an interaction period fol-
lowing these'films.

The content of "Right On" is presented primarily in a semi-
dramatic format involving dialogue between a native health
aide and puppets of two animals common in Alaska, a moose
and a beaver. There is no active solicitation of student
responses during the pre-taped portion of the program.
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In-Service Training
.

.

Tw in-service training programs are being used. One pro-

(
g am provides training for local community library person-'
n 1. It employs a ,correspondence course prepared previ-
ously by Loyola University, plus interaction between the

- remote students and the studio teacher. The course can
be-taken-for-three_units of college credit. The students
complete written assignments, particiPdtgin-the-televised-______
interaction sessions, and attend workshops.

The second teacher in-service training program offers a
package series, of programs on motivating students--and re-
sponds to specific educational needs of the remote teachers.

Public Programs

V

These programs are designed to appeal to a broad range of

people, rather than a narrowly defined or specific audience.
There are two projects in this category, "Alaska Native
Magazine" and "Politalk".

"Alaska Native Magazine" is an evening program for adults.
The topics for the program are selAted by a "Consumer
Committee" and the program is hosted by an Alaskan Native
(an Eskimo). The-format includes extensive use of film
clips; mini-documentaries, and news features from the par-
ticipating sites. The intended audience is the entire
adult Native community; two of the ATS-6's audio channels

---------a-re_usecifor simultaneous translation of some of the pro-

gram content-Intonativelanguages. Viewers at a '

particular site can choose n gage they want to
listen to, but everyone at the site mus listen to the
same language, because the sound is played througifTthe,,s_
speaker on the television monitor.

Interaction with the Native host and the members of the
panel is possible at any time during the broadcast, but/
most interaction occurs when the moderator solicits reac-
tions from the remote sites. Each week, the program is
broadcast for an hour, about half of which is expected to
be devoted to interaction and responsep from the panel.
There will be 32 programs in the series.

"Politalk" is an interactive talk show emphasizing legis-
lativeactivity and politibal.deveIopments in Alaska. It
is conducted by Alaska's Department of Community and'Re7
gional Affairs, and features interviews with state legis-=,
lators and bureaucrats,during.whiCh remote viewers can
ask questions. It ip a half-hour program, broadcast
periodically during the regislative session..
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WashingtOn-Alaska-Montana-Idaho Regional Medical School Project

,

The Washington-Alaska-Montana-Idaho Regional Medical School '

(WAMI) is.an,experimental program in medical education. It
is headquartered at the University of Washington in Seattle,
Washington, the only medical school in the region. It has
the goals of increasing the number sf medical school podi-
tions available tothe region's reridents and of improving

---the-disribution of medical personnel by encouraging phy-
sicians to choose rural-di:immunities-and...specialties where
the greatest needs exist. WAMI has institutedidIverse
program of experimental activities on'the ATS -6. These
programs fall into two classes: a university phase and a
clinical phase.

University Phase

.%The university phase activities are.parallel to, or inte-
grated with, activities normally undertaken without the
satellite. The University of Washington has arrangements-
with ur other universities inthe region.under which
stude is can take part of their first year of medical
schoo at those universities. (10) Students in this prod
gram t the University of Alaska, Fairbanks, receive part
of th ir classroom instruction from University of Washing-
ton faculty via the.ATS-6 satellite.

Thes classes are the only ATS -6 educational triallsmfssions
able to make use of full duplex video; is, a priofesso'r
in Seattle sees the students in Fairbanks at the 'same time
as t e students see the professor.

Appr ximately 12-15 students in Fairbanks take the satel-.-
lite classes. There is a microphbne for each two students,
and hey interact freely with the professor over the ATS-6's
trig -quality audio channels'. The television classes
prise that part of the content of the course that requires

-specialty, expertise not available at the University.of
smaller number of lectures are transmitted from

the Universi-ty o_ f Alaska to the University of Washington.

Administrative-usesare,an important use of the satellite.
link between Fairbanks and'qeattle. Some of the adminis-
trative uses to which the sygtem is being put,are: coor-
dinating and planning conference's between WAMI personnel
at both locations; admissions interviews, for the selection
of new WAMI students; discussions between WAMI faculty
teaching parallel courses at the two sites; and follow-up
student counseling.

C
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Computer-aided evaluation (CAE) is being experimented with
'via teletype terminals in Alaska that are linked to a com-
puter in the continental. United States. In the CAE proj-
ecte-studentvin Fairbanks punch in answers to study course
questions,printed out by the teletype. The computer re-
sponds with information about the correct response. At
the end of the session, the computer calculates a'summary
score for the program. The CAE experiments are "piggy-
hiacked" onto the satellite when it is being used for

o educational or administrative interaction. This can be
accomplished because the other programs use the video .6...
channel and one of the audio channels, leaving three

= audio channels free that can be used for CAE.

%The final use far-theAT S-6 communications link in 'the
university phase 'is foi-.--medi1 consultations, Patients
are presented by Fairbanks physicians to specialists in
Seattle. Students in the WAMI program are:present for .

instructional purposes during such ,consultations.

Clinical Phase.

As part of the medical training intended to encourage
physiciansao practice in those areas of greatest need, ,

WAMI maintains relationships with, community clinics to
which students go for one t9 three months for training.
One of these clinics, at Omak, Washingtoh, has been
equipped with ATS-6 hardware. The ATS-6 satellite link
is used to help monitor the progress of students at this'
clinic and to-promote educational` exchanges between the
faculty of the medical school 'and the clinic staff. '''

The major component of the stujentevaluation.activity is
case presentations by studepts: A student studieS
tient's problem and progress over a period of time, and
then makes a formal presentatioi, to'the. faculty to, demon-
strate his skills in diagnosis, dealing with the .patient
.and treatment planning. 'In the past, faculty from the
medical school hadto travel out to the remote clinics
to review these presentatiods; the use of the satellite
makes it possible to avoid this travel.

N 'Students are also evalua ted in administrative conferences,
in which the university faculty and the local instructors
"get.together" via. satellite for summary evaluations of
students, as well as for planning curriculum changes or
other administrative needs.

Educational programming is being provided for the physi-
cians and other health care personnel at the remote
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clinics. A varied fare of lectures, discussions, and
other formats,ake used to present content of interest
to physicians, students and less highly-trained staff
in.the clinic. The lectures include the use ofinter,-
actign for questions and comments. Other programs are
more like dialogues.or information exchanges; some use
the "Grand Rounds" tormat.in which patients are pre-
sented b7 physicians and discussed by their colleagues
a.s a form of continuing education.

-t
The final clinical use of the satellite is for medical
consultation.; Patients at the remote clinic' are pre-'
sented in a manner similar to that used by the Alaskan
Indian Health Service project. Many of the consulta-
tions are devoted to- psychiatric problems.

-
O

1
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OBSERVATIONS

Introduction

..In,many s, this demonstration was a technological
. solution oking for a social problem. This is not
necessarily a bad thing, if a country can afford either
the costs or the errors,that may result.. In very large
programs, the risks are proportionately large and plap-
ners will probably want to use all available inforiation
to minimize the risks. Hopefully, the lessons learned
from the U.S. experiences will benefit others who are
considering satellites.

There are many issues that could be raised about the
planning and operation of projects using satellite
communication. This section will describe,some of
them in the areas of public response, hardware, field
support, management, software, and other considerations.
It reports our observationsof things we feel. may be of
interest to planners.

The projects are sometimes called "demonstrations",
sometimes "experiments". Dr. Clifford Block,(11), who
commissioned this study, distinguishes between the two
in the following manner: A pr:dect may be' called a
demonstration when those undertaking it are confident
that it will work. One of its purposes is.to show
others that it can work.4tIn an experiment, one com-
pares alternative ways of doing' something, or tests' a
hypothesis by setting, up control groups. Experiments
are much more difficult to set up in large, real-world
contexts than in "laboratory" situations.

Planners and managers of the HET projects confidently
expected the technology to perform well. Most felt
that the time span of the project was too'short to
measure any educational benefits to the audience, much
less differences between the effects of different ap-
proaches. Appropriately, they labeled the project a
"demonstration". In .addition to demonstrating the
Viability of the technology, they hoped to demonstrate
that ways of linking organizations and overcoming in-
stitutional inertia could be, found.
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Limits on Interpretation

There are several important caveats to be observed in
interpreting the specific comments we make. Because
some of the most valuable lessons are to be learned*from
`the difficulties that the projects encountered, the focus
is primarily on the problems they had. Readers should not
conclude from this emphasis'that the projects are being
criticized. The people associated with these projeats

..worked with great dedication under circumstances that were
never optimal and-that sometimes were extremely adverse.
They showed us every kindness and openly discussed both
problems and successes. The projects were visited shortly
after they began operation. Much of what was observed may
be related to the "start-up" difficulties that any project
would experience.

There are a number of ways in which these projects are not
representative of operational projects Or the kinds of
projects that might be undertaken in less-developed coun-
tries. .Because these were demonstrations of the feasibil-
ity of mounting an operation'such as this, rather than de-
signed to accomplish a specific goal, they suffered delays
and difficulties in defining for themselves just what it
was they were going to try to achieve.'

The life-span of the projects was very short. The knowledge
that they would cease to exist after ten months of operation
probably affected the planning of the projects and the amount
of cooperation they were able to enlist. It certainly had
an effect on available .manpower resources. In some cases,
it meant that staff time and energy was devoted to trying
to find .some means of continuing the programs past the ter:-:
mination date of the satellite.

The cost data for these projects is not generalizable;
there is little of it available at this time. Monies came
from many different sources and agencies and the final ac-
counting balance has not,yet been struck. Also, it is
doubtful whether what is available would be meaningful to
planners of operational systems (especially those desigried
from the start for the delivery of educational and social
services) or to planners in other,countriesa

The, scale of the demonstration project was much smaller
than would be reasonable for an operational venture. Thus,
while the unit costs for the hardware were higher than might
be'expected if large quantities were to be manufactured,
the total costs of a large system will be higher. The same
is true of costs for developing software or programs; al-
though these were here high in per-student or per-hour terms,
the total cost of software will be higher for the number of
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programs required for any large-scale system. Further,
costs quoted at this stage do not include such elements
as long-term maintenance and repairs. The costs incurred
by various sites for the purchase of optional ancillary
equipment are rarely included. (The costs to the National
Institute of Education, which totalled $16.7 million,
appear as Appendix G. These are not the total costs of
the educational components of the ATS-6 project, nor do

they reflect the costs of the health experiments. They
are offered only to serve as a rough indicator of orders
of magnitude.)

The cost of the ATS-6 satellite is estimated at $180 millidh'
for development, test and construction; $25.4 million for
launch. Any costs for ATS-1 and ATS-3 would be additional.
It must also be noted (and-this is one reason actual costs
are difficult to derive) that there are 17 experiments over
and above the HET ones on board the ATS-6; costing out HET's
proportion alone would be an extremely complex, if Apt im-

possible, procedure. The ATS-6 satellite is heavy and
bulky, and requires a larger and more costly launch vehicle
than might be, needed for a non-experimental satellite. In

cshort, these costs dc not reflect what it would cost to

build a satellite that would satisfy the needs of an opera-
tional system doing similar tasks. to those attempted by the

ATS-6 demonstration.

Further, an operational satellite would probably not be, as

was the ATS-6, a single-channel delivery system. One advan-
tage of a satellite is that it is easier, within certain
limits, to add additional channels'than is the case with a

ground-based systeM. The ATS-6 project did not explore the
advantages of multi-channel capability.

The expense for the HET's use of the satellite is.hard to
estimate because the satellite's cost includes a large re-
search and development effort and costs for the other ex-
periments on board. The costs of the ground equipment are
unrepresentative in other ways. That equipment was essen-
tially hand-made in small quantities by manufacturers will-
ing to risk venture capital in the hope that the demonstra-
tion would create a potential market. Costs now being
quoted for similar equipment for planned future systems are
higher than were costs for this project. At least part of
this problem is due to inflationary trends.

There were many hidden costs in these projects of which LDC
planners should be aware. Many facilities, such as roads,
school houses, telephones, and .power supplies, already.

existed. In some cases equipment, such as video tape re-
corders and television sets, was purchased by the remote

sites. Personnel and assistance were sometimes donated by
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other organizations. Retraining teachers was not the major
cost factor that it has been in some LDas:

Format

We will not present detailed description; of problems and
'successes of the projects; the settings of the projects are
too different from one another and from the situations in
less-developed countries for that to be useful. We will
present findings that have valuable generality. For each
finding, an example or two of how this/finding emerged in
the HET projects will be cited. Generally, the examples
refer to only one project or instance; it should not be
assumed that the problem appears across all the projects.
Some'comments deal with issues about which the HET projects
were not designed to yield information, but which are impor-
tant to LDC planners.

Many of the problems reported here have been corrected, as
'these projects learned from their own expdriences. These
same lessons are important to other planners, so they are
included.

Observations are set off from the text and underlindd. A
brief key word index precedes the section reporting obser-
vations, and the full set is listed at the end of the
section.
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Public Response

Audiences in the United States have'no difficulty accept-
ing-the satellite technology.

Across the' system, people seemed to like it far more than
not. The."Executive Report", put out regularly from Denver,
stresses this point. (12) Such factors as "program inter-
est", "utility for classroom", "(will the program).prompt
,future discussions?" are all rated high on questionnaires
;ubmitted by,thd project headquarters'for the Rocky Moun-
4tain STD. ,N

l'aur.findingi confirm that 'people like it." There is lit-
,tle ddlibt that project audiences are aware that they are
participating in a "Cutting edge" project being closely
watched by U.S. educational authorities and by a wide
variety of foreign experts. This probably contributes to
their enthusiasm. However, "acceptance" is not the same
as educational effectiveness. In'reference to another re-
cent U.S. project on edUctional television that was also
very well accepted, science educator and physicist, Dr.
Jerrold'Zacharias, was recently quoted as saying, "One
must distinguish between popularity and whether kids learn
anything." (13) He was, in the same article, paraphrased
to the effect that, given the uneven history of education-
al innovations, he would make no premature predictions.

One must also consider that Manyservices are being pro-
vided at no cost, services which teachers or school sys-
tems would otherwise have to pay, for on their own.

Hardware

Planning

In the ATS-6 projects, s stem desi n was determined b tech-
nological considerations, rather than health or educational
needs.

System planning, including design of the hardware, should
be based on the needs of the users. The existence of the
technology might stimulate experimefits in its use, but the
goals, context, and the content of the program must deter-
mine what combinations of media are used, not vice-versa.
In this case, however, the projects were in the position
of finding uses that would demonstrate the capabilities
of a technology that had already been chosen. The satel-
lite had already reached the final contract stage for the'
experiments other than the HET, and the HET demonstrations

. .

were added on at the'last moment.
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'For example, the two-way capability was available techno-
logically but the planning was not concerned with whether
to incorporate it into an educatIOnal system but with how
to incorporate Ri.t. hs a result, thee eexpeiiences of the

... -_HET projects are of little value to planners who,must de-
cide whether to incorporate it and, if so, how it could °

be used to achieve maximum learning benefits.

Interaction, as we viewed the use of it in many of.the
projects,was frequently counterproductive to program
goals. Students were often bored bythe interaction and
stopped paying attention during it. 'This was, in part,
because of the poor technical quality of interactive re-
ception and in part because the planned uses:cd- interac-
tion were somewhat contrived. ;-

The frequency clearance prOblem, which precluded use of
the ATS-6 for most,of the audio return links, surfaced at
a late date; it required improvisations in equipment de-
sign that caused such severe technical difficulties that
operational use of interaction was often impossible. The
problem arose because the audio uplink frequencies that
the ATS-6 was designed.to use were under thecontrol of
another government agencli, which refused because of its
own very real need for the frequencies, to relinquish
them to the demonstration., This required using 'the ATS-I
and the ATS-3 satellites, which have much lower signal
qualities. It is not.the fault of the ATS-6 that the
interactive voice transmissions are often totally unin-
telligible to the listener; 'this is a result of the other
satellites being used.- The retention of interaction undei
these conditions is another example of the technology
"driving" the system. If the j.ntent was to learn about
the educational value of interaction, it could have been
more cheaply tested using ground technology.

Plannin' for satellite deliver of education or social
services must take into account existing tec nological
systems and future considerations.

Here, no attempt was made to seek out alternative technol-
ogies that might serve the same educational/developmental,
needs as well, better or more cheaply. The satellite was
"there" and had to be used by a certain date. Had compre-
hengive planning been undertaken, the project might have
had time to dwell on what the educational needs were.

This need for comprehensive planning exists at two levels:
not only must a communication system for education be
_planned as part of an educational system, but also as a
part of a nation's. communication network. An operational
system would undoubtedly wish to take advantage of what
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is in place, not only because it may have already been
fully paid for, but also because it is one which people
are likely accustomed to using and accustomed to main-
taining. The reason thi's was not done in the ATS-6,
projects is probhbly traceable both to fi.scal and time
lititatiori's and to the-Mandate to demonstrate the new
technology.

The frequency requested for the ATS-6 was one close to
that used for radio astronomy. Claims of potential inter-
ference have been made and undoubtedly will be further
pursued in*any future attempts to create an operational
system. Operational system planners will have to con-
sider such alternative uses of communication resources
in formulating their programs. There is some possibility
for interference between ATS-6-like satellites and,
tropospheric-schtter broadcasting systems; that problem
may be most acutein Africa. (14),

Comprehensive planning might also take into account, given
the limitations of satellite scheduling (particularly if'
a single satellite is transmitting to several time zones)
that a meed for storage devices throughout the system
might exist, so that efficient use can be made of the time
available for program transmission, or so that the materi-
al being transmitted can be recorded for future use.

The question of who has priority in the system must be
dealt with in the planning process.

At first glance, this does not sound like a hardware.probn
lem, but it surfaced most dramatically in an engineering
context. Not only did the technology seem to be "driving"
things, technicians were, as well. This seemed to operate
to the detriment of the remote communities. In hardware
planning, a system should be devised by which users can
get technical help when they have serious problems. If
the system is to meet the needs of people in, remote locali-
ties, it must be oriented towards those needs. Everyone

,' in the"system must know who -Comes first and the hardware
and operational protocols must be designed to further that
end. This may require some sacrifice of technical fine-
tuning.
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Design

Very svecific details of the user's environment must be
taken into account at the design level.

Not enough attention was given to the way in which remote
schools are constructed. In one instance, the school
house was so small that it was impossible to separate the
children by appropriate age groups to view the programs.
The net result was that all of the children (ranging from
fiveto twelve years of age) watched the programs intend-
ed for five to seven-year-olds and eight to ten-year-olds.
This caused discipline and attention problhms. Much of
hat educational effect the programs might have had was
st as a result.

In = nother location, the receiver and talkback equipment
were in one room,ib a school; the transmitter for the
talkb ck unit was located in the health aide's home some
distan e away in the village. There are no telephones.
Each ti e a program was to be received, someone had to be
sent to she health aide's home to turn.on the transmitter.
In an are where winter temperatures often reach 50° below
zero Fahre eit, that is no small task.

Some.difficu \ties resulted from the fact that the amplifi-
.

cation of the signal at the antenna was only sufficient
to 'travel throligh one hundred feet of 6able. Thus, the
antenna iodation in some cases, limited ±n which'class-
rooms the receivingtSetcould be located. This was not
necesSarily cons.:_14nt with the best location from the
point of view of uging the set with pupils.

The antenna must be realigned, in some sites, between the
school program transmission hours and the evening hour
for adult programs. :band -crank was provided fOr this
iturpoSe, except in Alaska, where this function was per-
formed with an electric iemote control unit. The ones
ordered were not suitable for sub-zero temperature and
they continually stuck.

In one school vi.:.sited,.the TV receiver was located in one
room; the equipment forinteraction was 250 feetdown the
'hall. The separation of the two units created nearly in-
surmountable obstacles to interaction, because the person
speaking on the radio aethe school could not hear the
studio's response on the television set.

The antenna'design originally called for the dishes to be
made of six petalrshapedisegments, tQ be bolted together
on the site. A design change was made, however, and they
were delivered in four, rather than six, segments. This
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made little difference to most,of the system. In one case
in Alaska, it required that the segments be delivered in a
larger and more costly aircraft. Designers need to take
account of factors such as these.

Consideration must be given to the fact that equipment
will not always be used by'engineers, and that engineers
may not be readily available when needed.

The core equipment was designed for ease of use, but' the
peripheral equipment and the, improvisations that had to be
made for interaction caused serious problems that ha 'not
been anticipated at the design level.

In many cases the instructions were not suitably written .

for non-technician users; there were places *here there
were no labels affixed to the myriad of wires and switches.
This would pose few problems,to the trained engineer_or
techni,bian but it must be remembered 'that this system was
for,, -the use of teachers, community coordinators and students.

Some equipment was probably too complicated for the uses
to which it was put. There are, for example, persistent
problems with the motorized antenna position changers in
Alaska ;, the'digital coordinators, and the data transmissions.
There are trade-offs between the complexity of equipment
and its reliability and ease of use by laymen.

There are also "under-design" flaws. There are often prob-
lems with echoes caused by the half - second delay in trans-
mitting to the satellite and receiving a sound back. The
radio switch could have been designed to eliminate this .

problem. In one project, the engineers wired the ATS-1
sound so that it came out on an open speaker in the studio
and was then picked up by panelists'. microphones and re-
fed out for transmission over the ATS-6. This resulted in
the further degradation-6f an already poor sound quality;
the audience could often not understand what was being said.

On the wholes, the ATS-6 equipment behaved reliably. (It was
all brand -new during this experiment.)' A good policy for
repairs might be to furnish a, check -list of things for lo-
cal staff to do to try and isolate the source of the prob-
lems, and then trade the inoperative part for a working One
by mail. Or, there should be some spares on -site.

-5\2
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'1 Manufacturing and Delivery

Ample lead-timesis a necessity.

The lead-time re6ired would likely be greater ain LDCs
bebatse rauch 'of the material would have to be imported.
tihis'might be true for technical personnel, as well.

. units were delivered late, some without cables, and sonLe
with reverse polarization of antenna feeds. It .was dis-
covered,after installation that the crystals that had been
specified caused cross -talk on adjacent channels. Time
was required.to correct this condition. Data terminals
for the health oarc system were late in arriving, and suf-
fered from a persistent interface problem that/delayed
their use. The medical telemetry devices were also in-
stalled behind schedule.

If problems of this magnitude' occurred even with good lo-
cal manufacturing capability, good 'communications and
transportation, it seems, likely that LDCs will experience
similar problems. There are apt to 'be communications and
transportation problems that exacerbate the 'normal" .prob-
lems of importing parts, such as difficulties with curren-'
cy and currency:conversion and with customs duties and
regulations.

'A generous stock of spare parts'is essential.
WN

There was a critical shortage of spares in these projects.
The lack of spares frequently required sending a technician
to the site, which is more expensive than sending out a
replacement part by mail. Some equipment had been custom-
built for the demonstration and the stockof spares could
not be increased at a reasonable mist after the initial
production run. Given the short duration and the experi-
mental nature of the projectr maintaining a large stock of
spares was not seen as necessary. This would not be the
case :for an operational project.

Svecialattention must be paid tc adverse climatic c ondi-
tions and the possibility of-vancialism.

Some evidence reg arding adverse weather cOriditioni'i.has
already been offered. We know of no caseirof.malicious van-
dalism, but in at least two situations, part orthe antenna
was bent by students climbing on it Protection of the
equipment seems a prudent course to follow.
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Installation and Training

A "decentralized" approach to installation seems to have
been effective.

The..2f4.eld engineers o'f the Rocky Mountain STD recommend
that'a,"decentralized" approach to installation, using
several teams and multiple equipment depots, be utilized.
An approach to thisroblem would most.likely be highly
country- specific; ,it would depend on available technical
manpower resources, including decisions as to Whether or
not to depend pn expatriate help.

.
.

It is essential to train people in the use of the equipment.

The erfgineering components of the ATS-6 .projects regret not
having trained people in, for example, such relatively

' simple fUnctions as, fuse replacement. The problem was not
an incapacitating one in the United States because communi-
cation networks and trained technicians are available. In
Alaska, the lev61 of technology did tend .to exceed local '
capabilities,' but it was easier !co reach those villages
than would be the'case with similarly remote villages in
other parts of the world.

0

In one situation 540Alaska, a teacher was willing and able
to take onithe.job -of re-wiring the location of a badly
placed talkback unit. He had the tools as well as the

4 know-how; that 'condition may not prevail. in IJDCs% The-NLDC
may have to develop a manpower pool for, such functions.
Supplying a'manual for the operation is a necessity, but
almost certainly will not be enough. There will have to
be training_dessions and some capability for gettingc"talk-
through" help in making adjustments. There was one in-
stance,,a dramOic illUitration of what a satellite. link
can do, when a teacher in Alaka,.north of the Arctic
Circle, received "talk-through" help via a voice contact,
over the ATS-1 satellite, from an engineer associated with
the PE4CESAT project, located in Wellington, New Zealand.'

EI.'nentroilientshouldrobably be centralized.

Solutions are likely to be country-specific, but we offer
the suggestion that centralized purchasing would provide
technical compatibility, would make for easier repairs,
and certainly should offer economies of scale. In general,
ATS-6 project equipment was supplied from a central point.
However, in some projects, some sites had to supply their
own color TV monitor ($400.00). Video tape recorders
($1,600.00) and tape stock 02,50040 for enough for the
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life of the project) had to be purchased by the Rocky
Mountaift sites if they:litanted to record material for,fu-
ture use. ,

Field Support

Staff level support at remote sites is imperative to the
successful functioning of the_program.

All of the ATS-6 projects Llsed some measure, of field staff
support to see to it that things ran smoothly and to en-
hance the attainment of the program goals. This is likely
to be an important - and difficult - point for planners,
however. The role of the support person or local teacher
is often very subtle, as is the relationship between such
people where there are several charged with on-site re-
sponsibilities. The cost of such personnel, whether paid
for by the project or-locally, may account for a signifi-
cant portion of a project's costs.

There are at least two distinct levels of field support
activity in these programs: one is facilitative, one sub-

, stanti*ie. At the facilitative level, the tasks include
seeing to it that'the equipment is functioning at the
appropriate times; instructing others in the use of the
.equipment; distributing public information about.the pro-

.

gramslind schedules and getting people to attend; build-
ing relations with local groups or figures to ensure lo-

, cal approval, for the project; and providing feedback and
reports to the project managers about the-acceptance of
the programs, the functiqping of the equipment and sug-
t4 estions for change's.

At the substantive level, the tasks are oriented towards
increasing the attainment of the program goals. In edu-
cational projects, these.might typically include: conduct-
ing preparation 'sessions prior to the broadcasts and review
sessions afterwards; coordinating supplementary educational
activities (whilch might be aimed at localizing the content
of the lessons); and independently presenting a portion of
the course's content.

Clearly, there is an overlap between the two functions.
Not all of these tasks must be performed in every project;
they are cited to give a sense of the range of tasks. The
same person can rm both roles, if qualified, and some
of the tasks one tioned can be assumed by the programming
itself. There is considerable flexibilityin assigning
these tasks to he project's center and toits receiving
sites. There are trade-offs ineffectiveness and cost
against the demands of the situation. The major point
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is that not all of the tasks can be performed by the center.

Some of the tasks will have to be undertaken in the remote
sites. The primary example is that of reviewing and rein-
forcing thp.program content, a need consistently demon-
strated in educational to hnology and media projects. The
instruction alone, without interaction, interpretation,
and reinforcement, is not-s fficien to produce learning
and behavioral changes. There must be some local teaching
or review. For LDCs, this is a critical question, because
,field support is expenSive, and it is sometimes difficult
to get trained personnel to work in remote communities.

There are several factors contributing to the-need for an
on-site instructional assistant. We concluded from our
observations that, regardless of the availability of in-
.teraction, the need for having a local expert is greater
when the audience at the site is larger, when the goals
of the program are more explicitly educational, when the
audience is less motivated,. when the subject matter is
more general, when the educational level is lower, and
when the audience is younger.'

In classroom situations in primarc'schools, the need for
a local.tpacher is greatest. In the small classes of
medical students, using a large amount of, two -way inter-
action, able to see and be seen by their professor, there
may be little or no need to have an on-site instructor
for that content material.

Field support personnel must be trained to do their jobs.

The level of training required will, of course, vary with
the'nature of the course, but the use of highly-trained
persons may notbe necessary if proper support is provided
by the project headquarters. For the most part, the in-
schopl educational programs relied on the already highly-
,skilled classroom teachers to perform their role of inter-
preters of the transmitted information without any addi-
tional training. Less formal educational programs tended
to omit the use of an on-site person, although the facili-
tative responsibilities were already covered in these
sites by people employed primarily to assist with other
programs being directed to the same community. Some com-
munity members' training consisted of little more than a
short session on how to operate the equipment and file
the required reports.

In the LDC context, we feel it worth raising the question
as to whether any single individual, in a remote site,
would have sufficient training and the necessary qualifi-
caions to be able to cope with several streams and levels
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of in-school instruction and with several streams of con-
tent directecrto adults and dealing with development
information. Given the fact that, for a wide variety of
reasons, the least well-trained teachers are Usually found
in the most isolated areas, this question needs to be
'seriously addressed.

The practice of m§dicine in Alaska, for example, illustrates
why the skills available at the remote site level are a
major factor. ,

Prior to the use of the ATS-6 experiment, the Indian Health
Service in Alaska has used HF radio and the ATS-1 satellite
for a voice-only Medical dare support system. In remote _

Alaskan villages, local residents who have been given a
few months training in diagnosis and treatment provide
medical care, supported by radio consultations from physi-
cians. Those patients whose problems are beyond the skills
of the local health aide must be evacuated to a hospital.
The decision to evacuate is based in large part on the
level and quality of the care that can be provided on -the-
scene., The value of the telecommunication link is that
it makes it possible to support the field workers and find
out when patients are in need of evacuation. Without at
least the audio'dinks, health services in bush Alaska would
be severely degraded. But..the limiting factoi in the pro-
gram is still the level of skill available in-the field,
ratfier than some characteristic of the medium.

The Rocky Mountain prolect, which broadcast an average of
eight'hours per week to, each of its sites, expected utili--

, zation personnel, who did not have any substantive respon-
sibilities, to spend two to four hours per day, or about
15 hours per week, on their satellite-related duties, which.
included both public information and report-filing. ,They
found that many of the site coordinators felt that that was
an under-estimate of the time they actually sp nt on the job.

Liaison between the project and the local users nd inter-
ested parties is an important function perfdrmed the
field personnel. Most of the projects made a poin of
either going through local or already existing organ za-
tions to recruit or hire their field personnel or hir
local residents to do the job. Those field, personnel Who
seemed to be most aware of, but not necessarily involved
local political arrangements seemed to function better than
those.who were outside of that arena. As testimony to the
importance of the local person in that situation, the proj-
ects' management reported that they felt that a good deal
of the differences between their more and less successful
sites were attributable to the job done by the_field per-
sonnel.
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Strong support and feedback needs to be provided to field
personnel.

We observed a very close relationship between the amount
and the detail of the information provided to the field
staff and the acceptance of the program by the local users.
Most of the projects provided at least minimal information

,t- about the programs that were to be broadcast. Local teach-
ers were critical when they felt the information was too
vague to be of value to them in planning accompanying or
complementary class activities. In some cases, the field
support persons were the critics, reporting that they, were
sometimes inadequately informed of what the broadcast
schedule and topics were/to be. The issue of communication
between the project management and the project users is one
that produces a great deal of emotion, and one that has a
direct effect on the users' attitudes and participation.

The teachers, in particular, were susceptible to- resent-
ment if they felt they were not being well-enough informed.
Their position in these projects was usually as a person
whose teaching routine was being disturbed by the introduc-
tion of a new - and temporary - curriculum change. They
often expressed the feeling that they were being asked to
modify their practices at considerable extra work for them-
selves for a program over which they had little or no'con-
trol, to which they had little or no input, and which would
soon be discontinued. It is not surprising that teachers
in those circumstances might feel some reluctance to commit
much effort to the course. Teachers also noted that thty
did not have enough time to incorporate the supplementary
activities, because of the satellite scheduling and,the
press of other courses.

Sometimes such feelings seemed to be the result-of failures
at the project level to distribute information. Sometimes
they were due to failures at the local level to share
available information. Sometimes it was because of a
lingering attitude of resentment for failures that had
since been rectified, but had created an atmosphere of
alienation. The kind of information supplied to the field
was usually not too detailed, and the response of the lo-
cal users indicated that the more detailed it was, the
happier they were. Teachers' guides containing schedules
and synopses of forthcoming programs are an absolute mini-
mum; the more additional activities and resource sugges-
tions they contain, the more likely they are to have a
positive effect on. the students' learning, provided they
are used. Newsletters and field staff conferences were
used by some of the.projects with good results, judging
.from the attitude of the participants.
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The existence of a communication channel and a person to
contact at project headquarters can make a positive con-
tribution to overcoming the problems resulting from inade-
quate information. Although it does not seem to have been
tried extensively in the ATS-6 projects, it may be neces-
sary for the headquarters to initiate contact with its
field staff on a regular basis to solicit feedback from
theM: A mail channel,could be used for this purpose, but
it is slow and is biased against those who do not communi-
cate well in writing. (This entire problem area requires
the most careful attention of the LDC planner, because of
mail delivery problems and the skills level of the person
at the remote site.) This is one of the ways in which
such a voice channel for general administrative use would
be valuable. An informal - but regular - telephone or
radio contact between the field staff and the headquarters,
and among the field staff, would have the additional advan-
tage of providing the opportunity for serendipitous discov-
eries about how things are working.

Management

Planninp.

A clear definition'of project objectives is a critical
necessity from the. outset.

This is needed for several reasons. The first is to guide
decision-makers. The second is to avoid that situation in
which the technology begins to "drive" the system. Careful
and detailed study of needs, both actual and perceived, is
also required. Then the technology can be harnessed to
serve the Program objectives.. It should be noted, as well,
that the technology should be controlled and operated by
those whose primary concern and task is the accomplishment
of the program objectives.

Planning-ahould be solidly based on local needs.

In the ATS-6 projects, there was really not time for ade-
quate community involvement, because of the sho t lead-
time from the decision to place HET experiments n board
to the launch date. The content areas were chose., before
the creation of consumer committees. The system design
should strive to accommodate the users' needs and prac-
tices, not impose upon them, if it is to be fully effec-
tive. There were some surveys undertaken; it seems
likely, though, that the determination of what areas to
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program was not a function of these, but a response to
federal priorities and the availability of federal funds.
Some needs, such as the need for medical communications in
Alaska, are obvious, but they still require study to know
how to program for them. Surveys require lead-time and
they should not simply be affirmations of pre-conceptions
via a marketing approach.

The Appalachian Regional Commission had a recently com-
pleted needs study before it was necessary for them to

_ make operational plans; the RESAS and the production cen-
ter already existed. Had this not been the case, they
estimate they would have needed an additional One-and-
one-half year planning period to develop the essential
community information, input and involvement.

Overselling the benefits of a high technology delivery
system can create problems.

It is, from a management point of view, desirable to
kindle people's imagination, at the early stages of the
project. But the possible negative effects, of disappoint-
ing expectations must be considered. Here, the promises
may have been too extreme; most likely everyone was
caught up in the excitement of this new venture. Reading
early documents provided us with the impression that there .
were no problems in the coverage areas that the satellite
programs and the social services delivery system would not
alleviate. Allowing this to happen in an LDC l,may'wel
produce the effect Prof. Daniel Lerner has often decried
when he talks abOut "the revolution of rising frustrations."

Plannin for the develo ment of ersonnel resources is
essential.

Long lead-time will be required to train staff for any
high-technology level, especially if it requires sending
trainees out-of-country. This is not only a matter of
time, but of added cost. It is highly probable that need-
ed skills will not be available'in an LDC. (Indeed, they
may be in short supply in developed countries: For one
thing, the technology is new; not too many people any-
where have' developed skills to handle it. As satellite
projects proliferate, the shortfall may be even greater.)

The effect ofthe time-line for implementation of a
Satellite system on the', planning of programs is worth
considering. Once the decision to have a satellite.has
been made'and ehe contracts signed, it is a reasonable
surety that within "X" years, a satellite will have been
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built, successfully launched and orbited. In the case of
the ATS-6 this means that programs were rushed to comple-
tion to meet a launch date; there was little time to pre-
test them, to make the sort of adjustments one would wish
to make in an operating system. The time factor applies
to both hardware and program development. _In the U.S..
case, it was possible. to recruit qualified individuals to
plan curricula, write scripts, produce programs, design
engineering, install equipment, conduct, research and eval-
uation, work as site coordinators and manage the projects.
This maynot be thecase elsewhere.

,

A I

The planner might wish to consider the.benefits:of design'
ing a system that is implemented in progressive'steps.
It might' start with existing radio and televisibn systems, 0
which can provide a training ground, both before and .after
the implementation'of a satelliteSystem for hwide varir
ety' of skills and resources. An existing system can also

usedto test programs that will, ,later, be transmitted
via satellite.

Internal .Coordination

A method of creating interdisciplinary cooperation must be
"-. devised and implemented from the outset.

One of,the major pioblems of an enterprise such as'theATS-6
project, is that those who come from different academic and

, professional disciplines must be forged into a smoothly
working team. This is perhaps.the hardest task of all. In-
volved in the process are businesses and professions that
are not accustomed to working together and that, must develop
a common vocabulary. In some countries, where broadcasting
or primary school teaching is a low-prestige occupation,
but being an'engineer or a college professor is not, devel-
oping a common approach will be a lengthy, difficult and
even costly task. (Costly since many LDCs may require ex-
patriate help to smooth and ease the process.)

The clarity and commonality of goals and priorities con-
tribute to this process. An interface must be maintained
between those designing and producing the programs, the
project management, and the teacher and community levels.
In-school programs 'must be seen as useful by teachers.
Teacher resistance can readily be intensified, perhaps

.even to the poiht of paralyzing the workings of a system,
if the system design is not appreciative of what it is
the teacher really does - and where - and when. The ulti-
mate control of even the most. elaborately designed system
is in the hands of the teacher; he has an "off" switch.
No amount of legislation or regulation can keep that switch
turned "on", that set plugged in and working.
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There is a need for clear, simple lines of 'responsibility.

In one project, curriculum design and scripting were done
in one city, production-and broadcast in another, and, the
interaction was transmitted from ,still a third.city..\Not
enough provision was made, either in the budget or in\the
diffuse way management authority was exercised, to see to
it that these three eledents met often or meshed. The use
of a second studio and transmission facility for-the live
interaction increased the difficulties.

Communication problems and the ambiguity of the locus of
authority meant that the programs that were produced often
did not conform to the curriculum designer's intent, and
the interactive teacher often stressed other points than
those that the designer thought important, In some cases,
the interactive teacher even contradicted points made in
the pre-taped program. .%

One project had three major phases: planning, developmen-\
tal, operational. Problems became worse during the tran-\
sition from one phase to another. Lines of responsibility
between' broadcasting and engineering, between production
and content were blurred. At one time, when one project
was dealing with two different content areas, they seri-
ously considered having separate field workers for each
area. This would have created even further diffusion of
the lines of responsibility, and undoubtedly confusion
at the field worker level.

External Coordination and Relations

O

Relations with sponsoring agencies must be clear* under-
stood and goals must be clear at all levels.

This was not the case in the ATS-6 projects. The inter-
est of some of the participants, at the federal and proj-
ect level, was primarily in a demonstration of the feasi-
bility of inexpensive ground stations, not in educational
programming. This caused some shift of emphasis away from
educational goals. NASA had still another set of goals.
(Appendix D) Different components within the projects
sometimes had conflicting goals. This is not to suggest
to the LDC planner that different components may not need
or have different goals, but rather to suggest that the
differences and relative priorities must be clear to all
concerned. Then implementing and achieving the goals can
be far more cost-effective and cost-beneficial.
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The project should develop links with existing institutions.

It is, not absolutely necessary to locate the project within
an existing organization, although most of the ATS-6 projb
ects were so located. What,does seem important is to have
good relations with bodies already in piece. Most of the
,institutions running the projects already had ties to the
federal, state and local governments, and to regional and
local organizations. If these ties hadn't existed or if,
for e;:ample, the Federation of Rocky Mountain States and
the Appalachian Regional Commission hadn't existed, they
probably would have had to be created: There wasn't the
time 1OT money for the ATS-6 projects to build institutions'
or linkages de no o. To the management of a totally new

4(project,, the ext t of linkages to existing entities repre-
sents a series of trade-offs. Close relationships to them
are probably time-savers, perhaps even money-savers.
Against that must be viewed institutional resistance to
.change. Determining trade-offs is not an easy or simple
process; the approach to it_is, again, most likely
situation-specific:-

Innovative projects must have consistent high-level support.

What is at issue here is not only money, although consis-
tency of funding ip a major factor. The startup period
for innovation is a stressful, even a painful one. Knowl-
edge of firm, high-level support is a benefit to morale,
and cushions management (and all levels of personnel)
through the inevitable day-to-day setbacks. High-level
support can cut through administrative bottlenecks, bureau-
cratic delays and resistance to change. At the time some
of the ATS-6 projects were facing a change in sponsorship
from one federal agency to another, they also had to face
Congressional actions affecting funding for all such ex-
perimental projects.' The absence of consistent, high-
level support created tensions, uncertainty, delays in
procurement, and problems with staff recruitment: The
tasks to be accomplished were difficult enough without
the added burden:,

Software

The software, sometimes called courseware or programming,
presents the educational content. Ultimately, the software
is the key element in any educational technology or media
education project. All the rest - researching, planning,
the technology itself, the management and field support,
are basically steps (albeit critical steps which require
extremely careful planning) necessary to arrange the
delivery of the software.
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Curriculum Design
O

User input must be obtained at the earliest stages of the
curriculum design.

DeciSions about what topics to include, how to structure
the curriculum, and how to present the information can
best be Made with extensive knowledge of the conditions
and sentiments that will be-encountered in -the field.

;

There are a number of ways to go about getting the kind
of information that will be useful, for planning activities.
One technique that was attempted in the ATS-6 projects was
needs assessment. Planners of the project uSed.several
methods of gathering data about the field situation. They
looked at existing data about the skill levels of the popu-
lation and the penetration of, communication media and so-
cial services in the area. They administered question-
naires to people who might be affected by the project.
They went into the field to conduct interviews with local
leaders and 'residents. In sdme of the projects, advisory
councils composed of leaders and experts were formed; in
others, consumer committees consisting of representatives
of the affected groups were established. Groups such as
these were'to advise project planners about the.needs and
perceptions at the local level, to make suggestions, and
to react to suggested courses of action presented by the
planriers.

The fact that such groups are established does not ensure
that worthwhile information is gained. Often the user
groups have difficulty in expressing themselves or,even
thinking of things that would be helpful: For example,
in one Project, the user representatives helped choose a
program format involving extensive use of puppets and other
techniques that may not have been entirely appropriate to
the educational objectives of the programming. The reason
they favored this particular format seems to have 1 :en that
.it was the one most similar to one of the feW examples of
well-publicized and.popular childrens' programming with
which they were familiar. Trying out suggested characters
and, techniques with the participation.of user representa-
tives might have led to more relevant and benefibial programs.

As a case study of the difficulty user groups have in speci-
fying a service that they would like but currently donot
have, one might look at the experience of the Materials
Distribution Service in the Rocky Mountain project. The
Materials Distribution Service was one of the most popular
programs of the entire project. The teachers told us,they
liked it for a number of reasons. It was very convenient,
because the videotape recorder was simpler to use than a
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projector and screen. ,They knew exactly when a given film
would arrive (via satellite), so their"lesson plans were not
upset by late mail deliveries. The videotape format made
it easier for just one or a few children to watch the pro7
gram. There was always the chance that something they haa\
not'ordered specifically to show to their class would be
found .to be relevant and could be incorporated on short
notice. And finally, they mentioned the fact that they
were able to buildup a large library at relatively low
cost because the project was subsidizing film purchases..
Given all these advantages, one would have expected the
teachers to be asking all along for such a service. But
the Materials Distribution Service was not much discussed
in the'needs assessment and planning period. It was only.
added to the experiment as an afterthought.

In some cases where planners conducted ",needs assessments",
they seemed to be conducting a "market survey" instead.
A need's assessment ought to start out with as few precon-
ceptions as possible about what it is that the project
ought to deliver. A market survey seeks to find out whether
people will accept what-planners have already.decided.to do.
It is not surprising-to find this pattern. Since most
projects will be\initiated by an entity that already has
a plan, there is a tendency to focus on a market approach.

Information-gathering activities should cover a broader
range of topics than just perceived needs. These early
efforts are 'an excellent time to collect data on the ac-
tual characteristics of the environment (such as the num-.
bers and ages of students in a classroom, the sizes and
numbers of classrooms in a school, the lighting, the
acoustics, the school's daily schedules for classes and
meals, the availability of electric power) and on the
skills level's and attitudes of the intended audience. One
project failed to assess the entry level skills of the
students its program would reach and badly undershot the
actual abilities of the students. As a result, the stu-
dents were bored by the program and their time was felt
to be wasted.

Supplementary activities and materials have a significant
role to play in an educational media System.

A certain amour': of local interpretation and review is
necessary, especially in more formal educational contexts.
Planners consistently seem to underestimate the importance
of these activities in their concentration on thetechno-
lo4ical aspects of the education system. Because the pro-
grams are designed to fill most or all of the class period
for that broadcast day, teachers have little' opportunity
to prepate their classes for the content of the coming
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program before the transmission, or to review the material
and try to clarify any points that are not fully under-
stood after the transmission.

In qne project the students enter the classroom shortly
before the beginning of the transmission and view the
program. At the end of the transmission, they have time
to fill out a short evaluation form on the day's programs
before they have to leave. In another project, a second
progr began immediately after the first, whichiprecluded

..;any re iew of the first or preparation for the second.
This was caused by the decision to fill the entire time
with programs, rather than by educational considerations.
Some of the programs do attempt to include a review at the
end of the broadcast, but little can be accomplished in
the shc4t time available. We feel that the educational
potential of the programs is severely curtailed by this
decision.

Equally as important as these review scheduling considera-
tions is the systematic use of supplementary activities
and materials to reinforce and enlarge on the content of
the television segments. In the teachers' guides created
for some of 'the programs, suggested projects and techniques
for relating the course content to the specific local con-
ditions were included. Teachers praised the intent of
such materials, but noted that because the coUngaesigners
often seem not to have been aware of the constraints under
which they were operating, teachers often had no opportuni-
ty to implement the suggestions in their classes. Course

4 designers must also ensure that the opportunity for use is
planned into the overall schedule.

Supplementary materials ought to include some printed sum-
mary or expansion of the program content, so that the stu-
dent has a permanent record of the course's material. Work-
book format review or drill exercises can make -a valuable
contribution to the student's learning experiences. In many
cases it is necessary for the project to Supply supplemen-
tary resource materials if the students are to have the
opportunity to pursue the subject beyond-the minimum level.

One of the adult formal education projects reports that
they,find it'necessary to supply each of the students with
an individual copy of each of .the reading assignments.
Their experience has been that unless each student has his
own copy, the material will not be read. That same project
also supplies a moderately-sized library of supplementary
materials ateach cluster of their remote sites.

Another of the projects, this one directed at an in-school
audience,of young children, supplies a set of materials to
be used in drill exercises directed by the television
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teacher. Unfortunately, some of the remote sites are not
able to use the materials. The target audience shaiea
classrooms with many students of different age groups.
The materials Fe supplied in sufficient quantity for the
students of the correct ag4 group, but the teachers are
not willing to pass out the materials unless all.of the
students can have them, because of the probable social
and discipline problems.

Instruction via the satellite should be integrated into
existing curricula.

The ATS-6 educational programs focus,on,subject areas that
are not part of the traditional curriculum in most of the

'

,schools. This is a deliberate choice, based on theassump-
tion that schools would be more willing to cooperate with
a program that does not require changes in established
practice. However, such an approach entails a cost that
'should be explicitly considered by planners of educational
systems. A project that expects to tackle a broader range
of'topics as a more permanent component of the educational
system would undoubtedly choose a more integrated approach.

In the cases where the televised instruction is used to
supplement a course taught partly through traditional
means, the necessity for good coordination between the two
portions of the course becorns obvious.. In the courses
that use this approach, the coordination is provided in
part through satellite conferences between the instructors
for both the television and the traditional portions of
the courses. When many remote sites are involved, more
channel capacity and a more institutionalized approach
would be required, but the principle wcaild be the same.

Rigid scheduling of the programs has some drawbacks.

People at some of the remote sites report that a serious
problem associated with the rigid schedule imposed by the
satellite is the inability to interrupt .a broadcast to
seize an opportunity to develop a class's interest or to
clarify a confusing point. This is particularly frustrat-

/ ing to teachers. They point out that, of the things done
over the satellite, only the interaction absolutely re-
quires the real-time use of the satellite. The programs
could be distributed by mail on videotape casettes, or
recorded locally when transmitted over ,the satellite.
Then sites could fit the programs to local schedules and
interrupt individual programs at will.

When asked whether they would be willing to give up the
interaction in order to gain local control of scheduling,
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they give mixed replies. Many feel thattif the interaction
were better organized, it might De worth giving up local
scheduling control in order to have it, but they do not
find the current structure that valuable. The projects con-
cerned with medical care delivery also find the rigid sched-
ules very constraining. They would prefer an !on-demand"
availability.

There may be some advantages to rigid scheduling. Sites
may be more likely to use the programs than if the sched-
uling were a local option. However, project planners might
snot wish to permit such latitude in a system.

Software Production

The production of video software requires more time and
effort than many planners expect.

Representatives of literally all the agencies involved '-

us they now feel they paid too little attention to the soft- .--.
ware component of the educational system. They underesti7
mated the amount of effort and lead -time required-to produce
good instruction. This is not to imply the projects had not
anticipated that production would be a Major part of their
activity. Indeed, most projects-committed the_lion's share
of their budgets and'staff to the task. But the internal
and external constraints are very large. One project was
able to resolve various institutional problems and proceed
with production only some weeks before they were to go on
the air. Another well-funded project, with its own moder-
ately well-equipped studio, was able to complete an average
of 20 minute of production a day. And this was only pos-
sible by running the studio virtually around-the-clock.
The producer felt that with a larger, better equipped studio,
he would havejbeen able to produce one hour of finished
programming a day.

0

The scripting and production effort must involve people
from all relevant disciplines.

The process of designing curriculum and producing video
lessons is not an easy one. The vocabularies and experi-a-
ences of the educators are quite different from those of
the people involved in production. Yet, the two groups
must cooperate intimately in order to put together program-
ming that is both pleasing and educationally, effective.
Some of the projects modeled the organization of their
production .groups after the sysem'used at The Open
University In Great Britain, in which "course teams ";
consisting of content specialists, educators, script
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writers and production staff, work together from the very
beginning to design and produce a finished course. They
find that in this approach, the content people learn to
take production factors into account, and the production
people become committed to the educational goals of the
project. We feel that this approach is much more success-
ful than one that separates the functions either in time
or in space or in organizational units.

The production effort must have clear objectives and
priorities.

The objectives, of the production groups are not limited to
the task of producing programs. Rather, the goals must be
thought of in terms of producing changes in the students.
These goals must be quite clear so they can be a guide to
the course team. They must also be held in common by the
entire production crew, to avoid a situation we frequently
witnessed. The people associated with the content of the
program did not have a clear enough idea of what effect_
they wanted the program totave on the students. As a re-
sult, they could. not giveladequate direction to the people
involved in the technical side of production, who fell
back on their professional training for guidance and tried

.to produce programs that were of high technical quality,
regardleSs of educational effectiveness. The situation
must be fostered in which the production staff is commit-
ted to educational effectiveness. The oppoSite priorities
prevail in most of the projects we observedr,the produc-
tion groups seem to value profd6sional "polish",and their
goal prevailed inlight of the educators' unclear goals.
Very seldom did the projects apply standards of education-

, al effectiveness by testing a program on representative
.students ta see whether it achieved its intended goals.
Only a clear, statement of goals and an explicit ordering
of priorities that is shared by the entire staff, can
rectify thin situation:

Every effort must be expended to ensure that the programs
actually produce the desintd results.

The preparation of instruction for a mass distribution
system differs in a critic4 way from7Eassroom instruc-
tion. The programming must be as effective and efficient
as possible in attaining its, educational objectives, be-
cause the waste caused by, an unsuccessful or inefficient
.program will be very large. The investment in the distri-
bution system can only be justified if the programming
that is distributed works, and works well. Ineffective.
programming for mass audiences wastes not only the invest-
ment in the distribution hardware, but also the time of a
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very large number of students. It is sometimes forgotten
that, especially in the context of the LDC economy,
student time has a dollar value. The cost and effort
required to produce-very effective programming is high,
but it is spread over a very large number of students.
Program designers 4nd producers must be certain that,a
program actually works before it is distributed.

The ATS-6 projects were unable to do this: they had
little lead-time to produce programs at all; they were
not broadcasting to a mass audience and could not amor-
tize any extra production costs over a large number of
students; they saw their goal as; demonstrating the fea-
sibility of a satellite distribution system, not demon-
strating educational techniques. The projects did
strive to produce good programming; bu they had to
produce programs on short notice and i a context where
speed and quantity was more important than quality. In
many cases their funding was too limited.

Some of the projects did what they coed within these
constraints. They distributed some scripts to educators
before the actual production of the program. They sent
early videotapes out fox review by educators, but rarely
were they able to assemble representatives of the intended
audience to view programs and provi le feedback. None o
these activities can substitute for a systematic policy
of showing the programs to students preferably at an /

early stage in their development, a d testing.the stud nts
to see whether they actually learne what the program t as
intended to teach. Then the can be revised un t it
it succeeds in teaching that conte t, and possibly without
draMatic increases in the cost of roduction.-

This general approach would reveal oad-blocks to leaxning
that could be corrected. We obsery d lessons in whiqh the
vocabulary level of the script was ar too high for the
majority of the class, and in which crucial points in the
content were obscured by the dramati or humorous format.
There were programs in which some co tent was prese ted
far too'briefly when'other, less imp Cant points w re
overemphasized.

One o6he projects, which is repeatin most of its course
material in a second semester for a different set cif stu-

dents,)dents, is using information that it gai ed in the first__
semester to revise a small number of it programs.1 This
may beta reasonable way to evolve progr s of quality,
particularly if se,eral cycles are possi le. Ideally,
there would have been a budget for pre-testing and re-
vision prior to the first broadcast.
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A second problem was with the kind of information that the
project hadNqllected about their programs. It was almost
solely concern d with what the students liked and disliked
about the chara ters and format of the presentation, not
with whether. the ontent was being learned. Such attitu-
dinal information'hat limited usefulness for guiding re-
visions of the programs, although it can be valuable for
making other changes in project operations. The learning
measures consisted primarily of a final examination given
at the end of the semester, which might tell something
about whether students had learned anything from the course,
but would not provide much information about where or how
to revise programs that had failed to convey the content.

Other techniques were also used by the projects for gather-
ing data and getting feedback about how their programs were
succeeding in the field. One 'project, which had a rela-
tively limited number of sites, made an informal telephone
survey of the sites after each broadcast. Most project
received reports from their field personnel on a regular
basis. Some called regional meetings of the field people
to let them share their experiences with each other and
with project management. In one program, traveling con-
sultants, who had substantive responsibilities Eo; instruc-
tion, were de-briefed by the producers to get information
about how well the programs were working.

Format and Presentation

The primary determinant of the presentation format for
instructional programming must be educational, not aesthetic,
considerations.

There was a strong tendency in some projects to adopt a:
"draratic" or "entertainment" approach for the presentation
of the course content. We were convinced by what,we ob-
served in these projects that in most cases the use of
dramatic vehicles' for presentation, the inclusion of humor,
the use of elaborate sets, color, and slick production
techniques and the attempt to "keep the audience enter-
tained while they are learning" were irrelevant to the
intended'effects of the instruction. While it is tittle
that users will not watch dull programs for long, inter-
esting programs can be produced without color .and
techniques. Neither color nor slick techniques will make .

a dull program interesting. In many instances we felt
that the use of such approaches could degrade 'Ile educa-
tional effectiveness of the program. We do not argue for
the complete exclusion of such techniques, but rather for
making them subordinate to educational goals.
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The use of dramatic vehicles has other drawbacks beyond
the fact that it can actually impede learning. More
preparation time and a higher level of performing talent
is necessary to produce dramatic material. It also re-
quires that a significant portion of the broadcast time '

be devoted to'activites that establish and maintain the
dramatic flow.

\ .%.

One producer told us that the content density in' many'of
the segments he produced was kept deliberately lc', in
order to slow the pace of insttuction and add levity.to
the process. rhere may be merit in low content density
that is based on empirical evidence, but we doubt ghat
the,best*way to keep the density low is to use the tvail-
able time to sustain an irrelevant drama or to provide a
stage for humorous skits. This time could More p'ofitably
be used for review sessions, or fpr making it pos ible to

itransmit a,greater diversity of programs in a fix d amount
of satellite time. In another project, the local /coordi-
nator reported that the lectures transmitted to the college
level students at her site were "over produced" and that
the use of elaborate visual aids prepared by the graphics
department seldom added much instructional value when com-
pared to imple chalkboard drawings.

Attempts to adopt formats from other contexts can be
counter - productive.

The projects whose audiences were in-school youngsters all
'seemed to want to emulate programs like "Sesame Street" or
"The Electric Company" in the use of very slick, fast and
humorous sequences. The budgets and time for research,
development and production of the ATS-6 programs are no-
where near that available to the. well -known national shows.
The ATS-6 projects conducted almost no researchan the
development of their programs; the nationally produced
shows relied very heavily on empirical measures of success
in their program development. It does not seem reasonable
to try to imitate the techniques of a program that had an
hourly program budget many, many times larger.

Different audiences and subject matters require different
approaches.

We noted differences between audiences in what featur0
they seemed to like and in what approaches were most appro-
priate for different topics. The broadcast length that was
tolerable was different for different audiences. One se-
ries of programs for eight,to ten-year-olds that ran fot
30 minutes without prompting any active response exceeded
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the attention span of the students. In a similar series
of programs that did prompt the students to make active
responses during the pre-taped portion of the instruction,
the audience of five to seven-year-olds was not ready to
sit through a 30-minute broadcast and interaction session.

10'

,

Young students reported liking the characters portrayed by
puppets much better than those played by real actors. Both
younger students and college graduates told us that they `-
liked the,useof film-clips shot "oue in the field" to
show real examples. of the things being talked about in the
course. Adult audiences in Alaska seemed to en4oy the seg-
ments that were filmed in the villages more thari those
made in the studio. Panel discussions seemed to draw
mixed reactions, probably depending on the individual's
interest in the topic of discussion. In appropriate con-.
texts, suchfias the medical education programming, the use
of-"talking heads" was positively received. In a number
of cases involving attempts to interject humor into the
programming, it seemed that the production center's sense
of humor was not understood at theremote sites. For ex.9-

ample, actors would do a part parodyinga well-known fig-
ure and the audience would miss the humor entirely, per-
ceiving the actor's behavior only as strange. In another
instance, a character modeled after a sportscaster with a
very distinctive style was used. The programs were broad-
cast to an audience not overly familiar with television /

and they did not understand why the character's mannerisms
were so affected:

One course was essentially a correspondence'course using
videO lectures in both satellite and videotape forms. They
found that one of the virtues of correspondence courses- -
self- pacing by the students--was lost to the rigid schedule
of the satellite. Attendance nearly doubled at continuing
professional educationcourses for teachers when arrange-
ments for teachers to ge't graduate credit for the courses
Were made. The basic lesson for planners is that there is
no tingle approach that isgood for all circumstances.

Software may have to be adapted to accommodate local and
cultural differences.

The ATS-6 projects in the Unled States do not shed much
light on the extent to whiCh,it may be necessary to adapt
programming to fit local conditions or cultural differences.
To begin with, the question of what is localization must be
sharpened somewhat. -One way to localize would be for the
project's central studio to produce different versions of
the programs that it feels are adapted to fit the differing

,circumstances. Consumer committees, such as were used in
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Alaska, can contribute significant advice and guidance.
Another method is to transfer some control of the system
to the remote sites by giving them choices among different
programs or by structuring the systems so that scheduling
can be dohe by the remote sites. Still'a third type of
localization could be accomplished by turning 'some produc-
tion responsibilities over to the remote sites, either
for local use (as 'lithe case f6r many of the suggested
supplementary activities) or for rebroadcast to some or
all of the sites.

The ATS-6 projects make very few concessions to localiza-
tion'or to the concept,of minority programming needs.
Across the breadth of the projects, there are many cultures
and a fair amount of linguistic diversity. There are also
sizeable differences both in socioeconomic strata and in
life-style.

One program especially adapted to local culture needs and
the needs of minority audiences is the "Alaska Native
Magazine". It uses a4discussion format with inserted film
clips made in the local sites and it. addresses "Native"
issues. It seems well-received by all audiences, includ-
ing the non-Natives who view it. This same program in-
corporates the projects' only use of multiple language
programming, by broaddasting simultaneous language trans-
lations into two NatiVe languages on the ATS-6's extra
audio channels. There are several factors, though, that
make it difficult to draw any firm conclusion from,this
experience. To begin with, everyone has to listen to the
same language. Almost all of the audience speak English
and many do not speak their Native languages. Secondly,
the presence of whites who speak only English may inhibit
requests to listen to a Native language translation. .

Finally, the program topics are of strong interest to all
O Alaskans, Native and non-Native and to people of many dif-

ferent socioeconomic groups.

The Rocky Mountain STD programmed no special language or
content for the wide diversity of minority groups within
its,coverage area, although it was careful to use actors ,

from many of these groups. Thd rationale is that all of
the students who view the programs are already being in-
structed in English in their schools. Schools with high
proportions of Spanish-speaking pupils report no problems,
either in language or content matters, related to cultural
differences. There were no complaints received from any
minority groups, relating to the absence of any specific
minority group programming or minority language use.

We saw programs that failed because they were either
irrelevant to local needs or culturally inappropriate.
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One such program, purchased from an outside source, uses
a cast of well-dressed and obviously middle-class chil-
dten. They are shown climbing to the attic of an old
Victorian-style house to rummage among things stored there;
these "things" are used to illustrate the health-care,les-
son being taught. The film shows them walking up 'A very
narrow, steep stairway, a visual "cue" to the fact that it
is an attic being entered. We watched thiS program with
children in a very isolated village. None of them had ever
seen a Victorian -style house, nor an attic. They were
mystified by this "funny" room and the collection of
strange things in it; the content the film was trying to
teach was obscured by their inability to identify the locale.

An example of localization by turning some control of pro-
gram choice and scheduling over to the sites is found in
the Materials Distribution Service. This was, as earlier
discussed, very well received; perhaps because it was .

addressed to fairly limited goals. It might be difficult
to administer in another or larger application._

Locally produced programs might have the most impact when
used locally. On an Indian Reservation in the Rocky Moun-
tains, we viewed the Denver-produced program with a group
of children. The children were bored and restless. .(In

all fairness, similar reactions of boredom,were observed,
although perhaps not to the same degree, when we watched
the same programs with non-Indians.) After the broadcast,
we were invited to view a,program the children themselves
.had made, using a portable videotape recorder. It was an
interview with the local storekeeper (one of the few jobs
in the community). The tape was an extremely amateurish,
black-and=white production. The camera was so unsteady
it was hard to, watch the picture. 'the child conducting
the interview shook from stage-fright and there were long
pauses when he tried to get up enough nerve to ask the next
question. The focus and sound faded in and out. The light-
ing was dim. But, within minutes after the 'start of the
tape, the room had filled with students who had come to
watch and who were (as we were) enjoying it immensely.

We do not recommend decentralizing production but wish to
make the point that locally produced programs do have a
certain strong appeal to local people. In a different proj-
ect in which'local productions were broadcast to a wider
audience, the experience was not particularly reassuring.

)11

The programs, although of a nearly professional-quality,
were used by the local site s an opportunity to "show
off" their own skills and ph sisal facilities and were not
,very enlightening for the rest of the viewers.

One producer suggested bringing in people from remote sites
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to appear in the studio as a way of localizing the produc-
tions. Another suggestion is that there be strong input
from user g5Oups to the central production staff.

'There are clearly some pointsPin favor of some localization;
the amount of it and the approach used seem to be matters
that.are country-specific and situation - specific.

Interaction

It will be helpful to describe interaction and to consider
the different reasons for using it Before reporting our
findings on how it was used. Interaction is simply the
planned capability of the satellite to furnish two-way
voice or voice and video channels between the production
centers and the remote sites.

One mandate given the ATS-6 demonstrations was to make use
of the interactive capabilities of the system; as a result,
there is a, wide variety of.evidenge on different uses. A4
main hope in using interaction wa? to increase the learning
resulting from the educational programmingA;learing up
any confusion resulting from the programming n answering
program-related questions. A second major intention in
incorporating interaction was to increase st4dent motiva-
tion and acceptance of the system, by preating the feeling
that the project is responsive.to local needs. A third
purpose was to provide a channel for administrative tom-
munication'bo that local problems could be solved, me's-
sages from managetheat could be easily transmitted, effi-
cient coordination of activities could be accomplished,-
and feedback from the sites could be gathered. Finally,
some of the projects, such as administrative conferences
and medical consultations, consisted only of interaction.
The reasons'for designing an interactive capability into
the system are not mutually exclusive, and most projects
used Lt for more than one purpose.

There were many technical difficulties in implementing.the
two-way interaction capabilities. These problems derived,
in part, from the late implementation of a compromise sys-
tem using older satellites with inadequate audio signal
qualities, rather than a problem with any technology de-
signed for,these projects. These technical difficulties'
often made communication in the intended fashion unintelli-
gible. Hence, interpretation of the evidence on interac-
tion is difficult. But the important issues for planners
of other systems are conceptual ones, concerned with whether
the application of a particular typeof inteAction in a
given situation is likely to succeed. When we give exam-
ples of the use of interaction, we will try to exclude the
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problems caused by poor signal quality and confine our-
selves to the conceptual issues.

The most common way of using the interaction capability in '

the ATS-6 educational programs is to transmit a prepared
program and follow it with a short interaction period
during which the remote sites could talk with an "interac-
tive teacher" in the studio., Only one person can speak at
a time. He is heard by all sites. This approach is used
for the educational programming directed to large groups
of young students: In some cases, the "interactive
teacher" tries to talk to all'of the participating sites
each day; in others, only a few sites out of the total
are given the opportunity to talk on a given day.

The usual syStem uses one microphone per class of perhaps
30 studentS and one or two interactive teachers who answer
questions from one site at a time.

For large audiences of.young students, two-way interaction
with'a 'studio teacher does not'seem to contribute to
educational goals.

There are many problems with approaches tried in these
projects. First, the structure of the communication chan-
nel creates a bottleneck at the classroom level for funnel-

, ing questions intothe studio, and one at the studio where
questions have to'be taken one at a time. Second, because
there is no time lapse between the program and the interac-
tion, the sites have no time, to diScuss the material and
formulate good questions. The questions axe often quite
specific and thus not of interest to the whole audience.
Third, despite the fact that everyone can hear the ques-
tions asked by...the other sites, questions are often redun-
dant. It often seems that students ask questions not be-
cause they want tq know the answer, but because they wanted
a Chance to talk.qn the. satellite or they felt they were
expected to ask a question.

Fourth, teachers consistently reported that'their students
did not pay attention to the interaction except when they
were actively involved. The negative effect of losing the
interest and discipline of the students by having them sit
through the other sites' questions seemed to outweigh any
educational advantages that their exposure to the other
questions might have had. Some sites reported that they
turned off the TV set during the interactions when they
were not required to respond.

It appears that, if interaction is to be at all useful
with younger students; they will have to have time to
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prepare their questions. The interaction will have to be
available to each site for a much longer period of time,
so that they can actually engage in adialogue with the
interactive teacher. Interaction might not have to be
available on a daily basis. It should probably be organ-
ized so that sites do not have to listen to other sites'
questions, although it might be valuable for sites to be
able to talk to each other on occasion. Several sites
told us they would like to use the interaction channel to
talk to other sites.

For adults,- interaction for educational, medical or admin-
istrative purposes can be valuable if it is properly
structured.

Most of the instructional programs' for adults also use
pre-taped lessons that precluded the interjection of
questions during the program. But, adults are much better
able to articulate their questions and to pose questions
of general interest. For these reasons, and because adults 44
have longer attention-spans, they seem less bothered by
sitting through the questions asked by other sites. The
adult classes are also smaller in size and fewer in number,
so the process of polling them is not so tedious.

In a project that broadcasts to hospital staffs, the man7
agement told us that they found it better to use more
interaction in their pre-produced programs. They also
reported a desire on the part of their sites,to interact
with each other directly, rather than just with the studio.
However, the programming in this case was more of a sharing
of experiences among already highly-trained and experienced
.professionals than an attempt to teach entirely new content.
And, there were never more than ten sites involved, which
holds the communications prOblems to a relatively low level.

One college class demonstrated that satellite interaction
can come very close to duplicating a traditional classroom
situationl This experiment uses two-way video to transmit
live pictures of the students to the professor and of the
professor'to the students at the same time. There is only
one small class involved, and each two students have a.
microphone through which they can interrupt with questions.
Given the opportunity, they do interrupt frequently, and
seem to learn from and enjoy the class. Unfortunately,
there seems to be no reasonable way of replicating this
situation in'a mass system.

A possible solution to the,problem of how to structure
"Mass" interaction so that it is valuable is tried in one
of the teacher training projects. It has periodic inter,
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active seminars along with its schedule of pre-taped
lessons. Teachers' questions about the previous sessions
are collected and-transmitted to the studio before the
beginning of the seminar. Staff at the studio screen the
questions for redundancy and organize them fOr the studio
instructor. In this way, questioxis of gerieral interest
get priority treatment. The sateljdte channel is available
.for students to transmit additional questions during the .4-

broadcast; these questions are also received by off-camera'
staff and thus do not interrupt the entire discussion, but
can be given to the professor duritng the broadcast for a
timely response. The advantage of an organization such ab
this is that it provides a mechanism for "filtering" the
questions. The same result could'be,accomplished on a,
daily basis by providing more channels for the remote
sites to transmit their questions over and not, requiring
that the ca.,estions be received4orresponded to "on camera".

Several projects tried unsuccessfully to incorporate ses
sions that relied exclusively on interaction: One tried'
to use a seminar format to have students discuss assigned
readings. Their experiences in the first semester led,
them to modify the program to present content in, .a MBre
structured way and relegate the discussion to a more sup-
plementary role. The project still retained a strong em-
phasis on out-of-class assignments. Another project's
attempt to devote one-third of its.pr'ogramming -hours to
interaction sessions in which students could engage in long
interchanges with the studio instructors was abandoned;
the reason seems to have been a combination of fkustratioft
with the poor technical quality of the transmission and
with the problems resulting front the mis-match between the
large audience size' and the limited channel capacity.

In cases of administrative conferences and medical care
delivery, the interaction does not serve as a supplement 4
to educational programming, but is itself the point of the
project. Several relevant comments can be made about these
uses. The medical users find the restriction to fixed
schedules confining. They need accessto the system on
demand at least for some "of the cases they deal with.
Perhaps a combination of scheduled availability and a
limited demand-access would be best.

The two-way video. administrative conferences are accom-
plished without much trouble, but there is no convincing
demonstration of the necessity for video in meeting the

cgoals of the conference. In fact, there were some instances
in which the fact that the conference was held in the tele-
vision studio (rather than over a telephone or radio channel
that could be "phone-patched") interfered with the ability
to come to a decision in the conference. The administrators
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were separated from their files and calendars and had to
deer action on items that needed checking until they had
access to their records.

A communication channel for interadtion for project admin-
istra

\

tion is imperative.
.

,

The use of audio channels for administrative communication
is cri ical to the efficient running of the project. The
purpos of the interaction is usually to exchange relatively
mundane but netertheless critical pieces of information,
such as,answering questions about equipment adjustments,
sclieduli g of coming programs, late delivery of expected
supplies and provision of feedback from the remote sites

, to proje t management. Many' of the problems in the ATS-6
projects re directly traceable to_failu'res of administra-_
tive communication. }hen people in remote sites criticized
their owri rojects, the issue of commvication between the
local and entral staff was one of the first things they
mentioned. We conclude that the provision of a channel
for adminis\rItive communication is essential for the
smooth functioning of a satellite system, especially in
areas that re not well served by more conventional com-
munication c annels.

Interaction can have good and bad effects on student
motivation and acceptance.

i

Interaction ca'PAexert fairly powerful influences on stu-
dents' attitudinal responses to the educational programs,
but.in both pilOtive and negative directions. We saw many
instances in which the post-program interaction bores or
alienates the students. Yet, some teachers who play video-
tapes of the satellite broadcasts later in the day for
other'classes think that the classes that receive the pro-
graMming with the live interaction are more involved in
the course. No doubt some of the motivating force will

. erode as the newness of the enterprise fatles, but we can
not dismiss-the possibility that fostering' a sense of
participation in the local classrooms will./ be a positive
force. On the other hand, unless the interaction is care-
fully structured apd'adapted to the specific situation,
it can have very deleterious effects. We do not see
significant differences between audio and,video.channels

% in their ability to create this sense of involvement; in
this context, the post-advantage of audioiwould probably

.-be a deciding factor in any case. But, we would like to
see more research on the use of the mails or of occasion-
al inter-personal contacts (such as with ocal:tutors or
itinerant teachers, or in regional meet.in s). As supplements
to regular administrative communication over the satellites;
they may provide some of the positive aspects of interaction
more cheaply, or more effectively, or both. ,

,
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Further Considerations

This section contains discussions of some topics worth
reemphasizing, and adds some items that did not fit into
the previous structure. Formal evaluations and policy
studies of the ATS-6 projects will be forthcoming iff the
next year from a variety of sources. These studies should
be valuable resources for planners considering satellite
trojects. While this pap6r is concerned exclusively. mith
he satellite projects in the United States, the limited,
focus should not be interpreted to mean that satellites
for education and development arappiopriate in every
situation.

Planning

The kind of planning and changes necessary for introduc-
ing an,educationalsmedia system can provide the.opportu-
nity to i'dfplement other .reforms in the educational system
or curriculum as well. Conversion of a traditional educa-
tional system to a media-based one might also "energize"
the system, but the enthusiasrd generated by the introduc-
tion of television may not be long-lasting.

Analysis and planning for complex educational and social
service delivery programs that use sophisticated technol-
ogy must be quite detailed. An LDC planning for a satel-
lite system would have a distinct advahtage over the ATS-6
projects because it would have time to conduct a compre-
hensive needs assessment beforehand,. and could base its
planning on the findings of.the research.. Such a study
could reveal inforr9ation about the learning environment
and existing communi6ation facilities that could be used
in a hybrid, syStem. The satellite design could then be
optimized for the intended uses.

One decision area that may cause grave problems'Is that
of who can be left out of a planned systeq. It may not
be economically, or even technologically, Oasible to
provide services to the entire population. Vhen'the proj-
ect is simply a,'demonstration, as was the case with the
ATS-6, this is not a significant problem. out, in oper
ational prOjects, the question of who is to be excluded
may become a major issue. Serious consideration needs
to be given to what the,political implications of such
a decision e

,s.

Some of the planningrequiied,,is very Icing-term.. For
example, there is a danger that the frequencies that/
would, be the most desirable for an operational satellite
broadcast system may be allocated.to other uses or other
users before the demand in LDCs.for them exists. This
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issue has serious implications for those who are not now
planning satellite educational systems but who might con-
sider them in the future. As it was recently expressed
by Marcel Thue, Chairman of the French Frequency Commit-
tee, "The frequency spectrum should be.treated as a per-
manent but limited natural resource, like water." (15)

A parallel problem is that a shortage of geostationary
orbit parking spaces for satellites may develop first.
The significance*of this to the LDC planner, if prelim-
inaryanalysis shows that a satellite would be desirable,
is that he must take steps in the near future if he hopes
to have space available at a time considerably distant.
He must work in coordination with people planning other
communications systems in his count-y, since interference
problems may be generated that will only surface years
from now. He must be in close contact with the various
international agencies and bodies concerned with communi-
cations regulation. This may require involvement in a
whole series of activities in which the country has never
before beena major participant.

Technology and Costs

Cooperation between planners of satellite systems and
people involved with terrestrial communication systems
is important not only for avoiding interference, but also
because any operational project would undoubtedly use a
hybrid system to some degree. A hybrid system is one
that uses combinations of satellite and ground-based
communications in an integrated system.

Several approaches to "hybridization" might be employed.
A system might use a'satellite to distribute the program-
ming, but incorporate a variety of media at the receiving
sites. Or, one might re-orient existing commercial or
government-owned communication media to provide the sex-

~ vices. Still another-approach would be to implement an
entirely new satellite systpm for educational and other
communications needs, perhaps paying for part of the
educational channerby charging other users higher rates.

Projects would probably employ a "mix" of technologies,,
such as television, radio, telephones, traditional class-
room instruction, or whatever is most culturally appro-
priate and'cost-effective. Devices for local recording
and storage of transmitted programs might be an important
part 01! such a system.

One technology that might be a supplement or an alterna-
tive to television satellites is the "tethered balloon".
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A transmitter is attached to a large balloon; the balloon
is secured to the ground by a cable'and allowed to rise to

,a suitable height. From there, a cheaper, less powerful
transmitter can cover the same,are that can be covered
using a conventional high-powered transmitter and antenna.
The hardware for this technology can be supplied "off the
shelf", unlike satellites or ground station hardware,
much of which.has to be specially built. Tethered bal-
loons can also interconnect telephone exchanges, transmit
mobile radio messages, or pick up and retransmit distant
television signals. The relative costs of the balloon
system are believed to°be advanta eous if the area to be
covered is small.

The cost data from the ATS-6 projects are diffictlt to
apply to other projects. 'Costs of different items and
services vary from country to country;` elements taken
for granted in the United States may be more or less
costly or may not exist in LDCs. Labor costs may be
lower, but the need for costly imports, for training,
and for expatriate help may offset these. The cost of
retraining teachers in a project can be -ignificant.
Resource material will have to be suppled for use with
the television curricylum, If the system succeeds in
upgrading the teachers' level of expertise, they may
.soon demand higher salaries. If a project is going to
serve a large number of sites, the total cost of tt..e

receiving equipment will be large, even though the unit
costs may fall.

Satellite projects can add some additional capabilities
to an eddcational system; they can replace some, but not
all, of the functions performed by traditional education.
Some of the capabilities permit lower unit costs than
before or displace costs,Previously ncurred. But it
seems likely that the total cost of the education system-
will be higher if it is partially based on educational
satellite systems. In this sense, technologies such as
this represent an add-on to educational costs. The value
of an add-on must be judged by the value of the increased
benefits it supplieS.

Fidally; planners must keep in mind that there will be
some effects, both good and bad, that they cannot predict
in advance. As, Michael Oakeshot has said,

"Innovating is an activity which generates not only the
!..improve,menti sought, but a new and complex situation of
which this is only one of. the components. Tile total change

is always more extensive than the change designed; and the
whole. of what is entailed can neither be foreseen nor
circumscribed. Thus, whenever there is innovation,
there is the certainty that change will be greater than
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what was intended, that there will be Zoss as well as
gain, and that the Zoss and the gain will not be
equally distributed among the people affected; there
is the chance that the benefits derived will be
greater than those which were designed; and ther
is the risk they will be offset by changes for t1e
worse." (16)
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LIST OF OBSERVATIONS

Public Response

Audiences in the United States have no difficulty accept-
ing the satellite technology.

Hardware

Planning

In the ATS-6 projects, system design was determined by tech-
nological considerations, rather than health or educational
needs.

Planning for satellite delivery of educational or social
services must take into account existing technological
systems and future considerations.

The question of who has priority in the system must be
dealt with in the planning process.

Design

Very specific details of the' user's environment, must be
taken into account at the design level.

Consideration must be given to the fact that equipment
will not always be used by'engineers, and that engineer's
may not be readily available when needed.

Manufacturing and Delivery

Ample lead-time is a necessity.

A generous stock of spare parts is a necessity.

Special attention must be paid to adverse climatic condi-
tions and the possibility of vandalism.

Installation and Training

A "decentralized" approach to installation seems to have
been effective.
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It is essential to train people in the use of the-equipment.

Equipment procurement should probably be centralized.
>

Field Support

Staff level support at remote sites is imperative to the
successful functioning of the program.

Field support personnel must be trained to do their .obs.

Strong support and feedback needs to be provided to field
personnel.

Management

Planning

cr

A clear definition of project objectives is a critical'
necessity from the outset.

Planning should be solidly based on local needs.

Overselling the benefits of a high technology delivery
system can create problems.

Planning for the development of personnel resources is
essential.

Internal Coordination

A methodcof creating interdisciplinary cooperation must be
devised and implemented from the outset.

There is a need for clear, simple lines of responsibility.

External Coordination'and Relations

p.

Relations with sponsoring agencies must be clearly under-
stood and goals must be clear at all levels.

The project should develop links with ecisting institutions.
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Innovative projects must have consistent high-level support.

0

Software

Curriculum Design

User input must be obtained at the earliest stages of the
curriculum design.

Supplementary activities and materials have acsignificant
role to play in an, educational media system.

Instruction via the satellite should be integrated into
existing curricula.

Rigid scheduling of.the program has some drawbacks.

Software Production

The production of video-software requires more time and
effort than many planners expect.

The scripting and production effort must involve people
from all relevant disciplines. 0

.

The production.effort must have clear objectives and
priorities.

Every effort must be expended to ensure that the programs

\\N
actually produce the desired result.

Format and Presentation

The primary determinant of the resentation format for
instructional programming must be educational, not aesthetic
considerations.

Attempt to adopt formats from other contexts can be
counter-productive.

Different audiences and sub ect matters re uire different
approaches.

Software may have to be adapted to accomodate local and
cultural:differences.
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Interaction

For large audiences of young students, two-way interaction
with a studio teacher does not seem to contribute to
educational goals.

For adults, interaction for educational,
istrative purposes can be valuable if it
structured.

A communication channel for interacition
istration is imperative.

Interaction can have good and bad effects on student'
motivation and acceptance.

medical or admin-
is properly

1

for project admin-
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0 FOOTNOTES

1. From Arthur C. Clarke, in an.article in the UNESCO
COURIER of;March, 1970. It was based on an address
given to an international space communications confer-
ence. Mr. Clarke is the internationally-known science
writer, widely credited as "the father of the communi-
cations satellite" because he had adVanced the concept

'of one in a paper in Wireless'World, in October, 1945.

2. From Dr. Carroll V. Newsom's article, "Communications
Satellites: A New Hazard for'World Cultures;" in the
April, 1973, issue of Educational Broadcasting Review.
Dr. Newsom iS -retired, vice-president.of education,
RCA and forper presidentcf New York University.

3. "Broadcast Satellites for EduCational Developtent: The
Experiments in Brazil, India and the United States."
Bert Cowlan, Dean Jamison, Kenneth Polcyn, Jai Singh,
Delbert'Smith, Laurence Wolff. Prepared by. the

. Academy of Educational Development under Contract No.
AI/csd-2829 for-the Office of Education and Humah
Resources, Bureau for Technical Assistance, U.S..
Agency for International, Development.

4. The satellite is called ATS-6 because it was,the sixth
to be launched in its series. Prior to launch, the
letter designation "F" was used; once operational, the
letter designation was dropped and the number is used.

Private memorandum,. Cowlan' to Foote, Baldwin, White,
Love; ll)February, 1975.. Based on telephone inter-
vidws with individuals.involved'at the time.

6. From Lawrence P. Grayson of ,the National Institute of
4 Education, Washington, D.C. Article in "Journal of

EdUCational Technology Systems,", Vol.3 (2) ., Fall, 1974.

7. Op.cit. "Broadcast Satellites fOr Educational Develop-
ment: The Experiments in Brazil, India and the United
States.

8. "The Wbrld'd Telephones as of January 1:1972.6 A
report from the American Telephone and Telegraph Co.
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9. 2.8% of the children are 11 years old; 26% are
12 years old; 43%, 13 years; 19.6%, 1% years;
6%, 15 years old. The remainder, 2.4%, are older.

10. University of Washington, Seattle; Washington State
University; University of Alaska, Fairbanks; Montana
State University, Bozman; University of Idaho, Moscow.

11. Educational Technology Group of the Bureau for Tdchni-
calAssistance/Office of Education and Human Rdsources,
U.S. Agericy for International Development, Washington, D.C.

(0
12. A publication put out regularly over the signature of

Dr. Gordon Law, Project Director of the Satellite
Technology Demonstration, from the Rocki. Mountain
Regiori's STD headquarters in Deriver, Colorado.

13. Dr. Jerrold'Zacharias of the,Education Development Center,
Newton, Massachusetts, project director of a $4 million
program series on mathematics, "Count Us In," which is
funded by' the U.S. Office of Education. Dr. Zacharias
was quoted in an article by Robert Reinhold in
The New York Times, 7 April, 1975.

14. Some existing tropospheric scatter systems already share
the frequencies which are being contemplated for direct
broadcast satellite use. Africa already has*Iseveral
"tropo scatter" systems in place and is 'planning or
building more. This may impact upon any plans for
direct satellitt broadcasts to Africa,especially in
the region south of the Sahara.

15. Quoted in Intermedia, the Journal of the International
Broadcast Institute, London, England, Vol. 2, No. 4,
1974. .

o

16. Michael Oakeshot, 1962. From an unknown British source.
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APPENDIX A

THE INTERNATIONAL WORKING-LEVEL CONFERENCE ON THE -USE OF
SATELLITES FOR TELECOMMUNICATIONS SYSTEMS IN

EDUCATION AND NATIONAL DEVELOPMENT

The call to the A.I.D. conference stressed that
"...A.I.D.'s role...is not to endorse the merit of satel-
lite technology over Other communications media,but to
facilitate exchange of information, problems and alterna-
tive approaches among those planning o going experiments
or feasibility studies."

Among the geographic areas of the world 'represented at
the conference were: Alaska; the Appalachian and Rocky
Mountain regions of the United States; Afri6a,South of
the Sahara (through a representative froni the Ethiopian-
based Economic Commission for Africa); the 'Andean Latin
American countries of Colombia and Venezuela; the Arab
States Region (through a delegate from the Arab League);
Brazil; Canada; India; Indonesia; Iran sand New Zealand.
UNESCO, Paris, was also represented.

From both participant comments and other measures, the
conference fulfilled its objectives; it met the need.
The feedback has been-gratifying in terms of the rele-
vance of the activity to those who attended.

Three weeks after the conferencetook place (1), the ATS-6
which had been delayed, was laupched. It became evident
that more information was wanted by those who had attended
the conference and by others who were at different points,
in their planning process. And, for that matter, informa-
tion was being requested from those wFio wanted advice as
to whether to plan at all to use satellites for education
and development.

. (1) :lay 3-10, 1974, Denver, Colorado, and Heber City, Utah.



APPENDIX B

CONTACTS MADE DURING THE COURSE OF THE CASE STUDY

The list which follows is of those, to whom we talked at
length during the course of the study. Contacts with
many of the individuals named took place more than once.
They are all owed a. debt of gratitude for their time,
their thoughts, their willingness to share. If we have
left anyone out inadvertently, our most sincere apologies.
Needless to say, any errors of fact or of interpretation
are our responsibility, not theirs.

VirtUally all major management centers, production cen-
ters, places at which scripts or ancillary materials were
prepared, were also visited. The Fairchild Industries
plant, where the ATS-6 had beert manufactured, was visited.
These visits were conducted at many levels of concern in
the different geographical areas named. We saw people in

. State education offices, in library systems, in: medical
and health care systems and programs.

Contacts, which included many at the United Nations and its
agencies, and at the International Broadcast Iristitute,
were also consulted. We talked to the Syracuse Univergity
Researgh Corporation to share preliminary, findings of their
analysis and assessment study, to-Pl.actica1 Concepts, Inc.
(who hold'an evaluation contract), the Center for Northern
Educational Research, to the Institute for Communications
Research'at Stanford.

Meetings of the Public Service Satellite Consortium, both
in Denver and San Diego, California, provided an opportu-'
nity to interact and discuss perceptions of the project

-with a wide rAnge of professionals interested in satellite
technology, ifi satellites education and development.

ALASKA AND SEATTLE PROJECTS
t48

Alaska Education.Project

.

Leno Barril
UtilizatiOn Director
Governor's Office of Telecommunications (GOT)
Juneau
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Holly Bruggeman
Curriculum Designer
Northwest Regional Educational Laboratory
Anchorage

Charles' Buck
Director
Governor's Office of Telecommunications
Jdheu

Bob Carnahan
Principal, SOS School
Tanana

.Joan Carroi 1

\

Health edudation interaction teacher
GovQrnor's Office of Telecommunications
Jun _au

Dick Engen
Director, Alaska State Library
Juneau

Bernadine FeatherlY'
Curriculum designer
Northwest Regional Eddcational Laboratory
Anchorage

Sheila Furer
Coordinator, Alaska ATS-6 library program
Juneau

Stella Hamilton
Utilization aide, consumer committee representative
Allakaket

Dave Hammock
Program ,Assistant
Governor'Is Office of Telecommunications
Juneau

Paul ;Hartman
'Project Manager, ATS-6 Programming
KUAQ-TV
University of Alaska, Faitbanks

Eileen Lane
.

ScriDtwriter
r

Northwest Regional Educational LaboratOry
Anchorage ' -

4
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Ron Mallot
Alaska Native Magazine Consumer Committee
Alaska Federation of Natives
Anchorage

Dr. Charles Northrip
Satellite Education Experiment Coordinator
Governor's Office of Telecommunications
Juneau

Glenna Northrip
Scriptwriter
Northwest Regional' Educational Laboratory
Anchorage

Joe Notero
Health education consumer committee member
Alaska Federation of Natives
Anchorage

Chris Regal
Teacher
Allakaket

Jed Segal
Principal, SOS School
Allakaket

Jeannie St. Clair
Teacher
Allakaket

George.Shaginaw
Installation and maintenance supervisor
Governor's Office of Telecommunications
Juneau

Martin Strand
Alaska Native Magazine Consumer Committed
Sitka

Rex Taylor
ATS-6 Education Experiment Manager
Governor's Office of Tel, communications
Juneau

Moses Wassilie
Moderator, "Alaskan Nati
Fairbanks

Magazine"
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Dr. Doris Williams
Alaska/Native Magazine Consumer Committee
Cook Inlet Native Association
Anoh7age

Ala, ka Medical Project a

ALrey ArMstrong'
TS-1, ATS-6 facilitator

/

Alaska Native Medical Center
Anchorage

Cindy Britton
Field Coordinator
Indian Health Service Field

/ Tanana c

1

James Britton, M.D\
Indian Health Service Field
Tanana

Hospital

Hospital

Helen. Cannon,' M.P.
Monitor, ATS-6 medical traffic
Anchorage

Helena darlos
--Sat-e-llite Review Committee Member

ATS-6 Medical Experiment
Tanana

James Hardy, M.D.
Indian Health Service
Tanana

Willidm James, M.D.
Indian Health Service
.Fairba4ks- - --
Toni Morrison, M.D.
Indian ,Health Service
Tanana

Field Hospital

Clinic
---;-

Field Hospital

Kelly Simeonoff
ATS-6 Medical Experiment - Native Liaison
Anchorage

Dave Strohmeyer
Health Information System
Bell Aerospace Company.
Anchorage
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Martha WilSon, M.D.
Director, ATS-6 Medical CoAsultation Program
Anchorage

WAMI Project

Roger Bennett
Director, Program Planning and Management, WAMI
University of Washington Medical School
Seattle, Washingtor

Marion Johnson
WAMI ATS-6 Producer
University of Washington Medical School
Seattle, Washington

-Marilyn Steen
WAMI
University'of Washington Medical School
Seattle, Washington

Betsy Williams
WAMI ATS-6 Program
University of Alaska
Fairbanks

External Evaluators

Carolyn Brown, M.D.
Stanford University Institute for Communication Research
Anchorage

4
0

Dr. Tom Cullen
Office of Research in Medical Education
University*of Washington'Medical School
Seattle, Washington

Dr. Frank Darnell
Director,
Center for Northern.,Eduoational.Research
University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Dr. Charles Dohner
Director, Office of Research in Medical Education
University of Washington Medical School
Seattle, Washington
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Albert Feiner 0
Practical Concepts, Inc.,
Washington, D.C.

William Fowkes, M.D.
Stamford University Medical Center
Stanford, California

Dr. Kathryn Hecht
Center for Northern Educational Research
University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Dr. Heather Hudion
Institute for Communication Research
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Dr. James Orvik
Center for Northern Educational Research
University of Alaska, Fairbanks

Dr. Edwin Parker
Institute for Communication Research
Stanford University
Stanford, California

Roger Popper
Practical Concepts, Inc.
Washington, D.C. -

Dr. Elizabeth Zinser
Office of Research in Medical Education
University of Washington MedicalSchool
Seattle, Washington

Other Contacts

Bob Arnold
Alaska Educational Broadcadt Commission
Anchorage

Marge Bauman
Asst. to John Sackett and reporter, Tundra Times

Doyon, Ltd.
Fairbanks

Dr. Helen Beirne
State REpresentative, Chairperson,
Health, Education and Social Services Committee
Anchorage

4.
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Phil Cook
Sky River Project
Anchorage

Linda Gottschalk
Alaska Council for the Arts
Anchorage

Tim Kennedy
Sky River,Project
Anchorage

gam Kito
Vice President
Doyon, Ltd.
Fairbanks

Roger Lang
President, Alaska Federation of Natives

, Anchorage

Dr. Bruce Lusignan
Depaftment of Electrical Engineering
Stanford' University
Stanfofd, California

Art Lusk
Hardware Specialist
Alaska Native Medical Center
Anchorage

Marylou Madden
Department of Education

,Julleau

Prof. Lee H. Salisbury
University of Alaska
Fairbanks

Dr. Glenn Stanley
Geophysical Institute
University of Alaska
Fairbanks
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ROCKY MOUNTAIN PROJECT

Central. Project Staff ,

Dr. Louis Bransford
Utilization Directdr
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver, Colorado

'Dr. Austin Connolly
Research Director
Satellite Technology Demonstration-
Denver, Colorado

Dr. Jdyee Dale
Satellite Technology Demonstration

' Internal Evaluation Staff
` Denver, COloraAo

Dr. Ron Hart
Satellite Technology Demonstration Historian
Denver, Colorado

Dr. James M. Janky
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver,. Colorado

Dr. 'Gordon Law '

Project' Director
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver, Colorado

Gene Linder
Production,Director
Satellite Technology bemonstratice
Denver, Colorado

Dr. Kenneth Lokey
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver, Colorado

Robert Mott
Satellite Technology Delionstration
Denver, Colorado

Dail P. Ogden
Satellite.Technology Demonstration
Denvdr, Colorado
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Dr'. James G. Potter
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver, Colorado,

Dick Siseloff
Materials Distribution Service
Satellite Technology Demonstration
Denver, Colorado

tl

Remote Staff and Participants

'Robert R. Bruce
Attorney for the Satellite Technology Demonstratibn
Washington, D.C.

Rick Campbell
Student Teacher

'Saratoga, Wyoming

Sonia Collamer
School Board President
Saratoga, Wyoming

Tom Edmister
Career,education teacher
Dulce, New Mexico

Mimi .Gilman
Site Coordinator
Saratoga, Wyoming

'1

Mr. Girard
School Administrator
Saratoga, Wyoming

Mr. Heinicke
Bureau of Indian Affairs Schoo
Busby, Montana

Bob Naylor
Assistant Superintendent of Schools
Saratoga, Wyoming

Mr. Phipps
Bureau of Indian Affair's School:
Busby,- Montana

Mr. Randall
School administrator
'Saratoga, Wyoming
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Charlotte Schnider
Career education teacher
Monte Vista, Colorado

Harvey Sullivan, Principal,
Broomfield Junior High School and Site Coordinator'
Monte Vista, Colorado

Caroline TeCube
Site coordinator and career educatioh 'teacher
Dulce, New Mexico

John Tynon
Superintendent ofNSchools
Saratoga, Wyoming

External Evaluators

Fred Baldwin
Syracuse University ReseaiCh Corp.
Syracuse, New York-

Dr. Laurence DeWitt
Syracuse University Research Corp.
Syracuse, New York

Dr. Marshall Jamison
Consultant
Falls Church, Virginia

Dr. Steve Porter
Syracuse University Research Corp.
Syracuse, New York

Dr. Gus'Root
Syracuse University Research Corp..
Syracuse, New York

Peter White
Syracuse University.Research Corp.
Syracuse, New York

a
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APPALACHIAN PROJECTS

Education Project ,

Betty Bowling
Director, Career Education
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Dr. William Bramble
Internal Evaluator,
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Dr. Bill Brisch
Appalachian Educational Satellite. Project
Cumberland, Maryland

Dr. Lowell Eberwein
Director, Reading
Appalachian Educational Satellite Pribject
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Morley Jones
Site Coordinator,
Appalachian Education ATS-6 Experiment
Wise, Virginia
/Wise,

KodnCe
Production Manager, Media,Service
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
University of Kentucky
Lekington, Kentucky

Dr. David Larimore
Director, Resource Coordinating Center
University of Kentucky
Lexington, KentUcky

Alice Martinson
Information specialist, reeding
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
University of Kentucky,.
Lexington,'Kentucky
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Harold E. Morse
Director, ATE-6 Satellite Project:
Appalachiah Regional Commission.
Washington',. D.C.

.*

Paul Owen
Director, TV
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
University of Kentucky
LeXington, Kentucky

Tim Pasden
Director, Information Systems
Appalachian Educational'Satellite Ptoject
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Edgar Reynolds
Appalachian Educational Satellite Project
Cumberland, Maryland

Rob Schumann
Appalachihn Regional Commission
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Nofflet Williams
Deputy Director
Resource Coordinating Center
University of Kentucky
Lexington, Kentucky

Veterans' Administration Hospital Project

David Caldwell.
Foundation for Applied Communication Technology
Denver, Colorado

Roger Hamstra, M.D.
Moderator, VA Panel
Denver, 04orado

Peggy Mathis, R.N.
Moderator, VA Panel
Denver, Colorado

Programs

Programs
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External Evaluators-
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Dr. Matilda'Butler-Paisley.
"Applied Communication Research
Stlpfotd, California

Dr: Colin Mick
Applied Communication Research
Stanford, California

Dr. William-Paisley
Applie-d Communication Research
Stanford,,California

FEDERAL GOVERNMENT CONTACTS

Dr. David Berkman
UPS. Office of Education
Washington, D.C.

Annette Buckland
U.S. Agency for International Development
Washington, D.C.

Stephen Doyle ''t
Deputy Administrator
National Aeronautics and Space Administration
Washington, D.C.

Pierre hartman
Attorney /Advisor
Office of General Counsel
National Aeronautics and'Space Administration.
Washington, D.C.

Dr. Albert Horley
Office of Health, Education anok.Welfare
'Washington, D.C.

Wasyl Lew ti

National AeronaUtics and Space Administration
Washingtqn, D.C.

R. B. Shamaskin
Veterans' Administration
Washington, D.C.
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Ronald L. Stowe
.Legal Department
Department of State
Washington, D.C.

OTHER COAACTS

Ralph Bolirson
The Ford Foundation
New York "City

-Bl47

,

Theodore Conant., f,
'The Technology Group
J. Henry,Schroder Banking Corp.
New York City

David Cook
Ontario Educational' Communications Authority
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

David Davis
The Ford Foundation
New York City

. .

Dr. Wade Himmelweit
The London School.of Economics
London, England

William Johnstone
Fairchild,;ndustries
GermantoWn, Maryland

Lee Love
Consultant
New York City '

Dr. H.. Peter Metzger
.The Rocky Mountain News
Denver Colorado

Jogef Nichols .

he United Nations
New York City

y

Edward ploman
Executive Director
International Broadcast'Institute
London, England
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APPENDIX C

LIST OE EXPERIMENTAL SITES

ti

ROCKY MOUNTAIN SITES
4

KEY: S = School
PBS = Public Broadcasting Service,TV Station
RO = Receive Only Terminal
I = Intensive Terminal
MT= Master Transmitter
FRMS 4-- Federation of Rocky Mountain States ,

Arizona .

Fredonia :S RO
Gila Bend E

, RO
Hayden S I

McNary S a
Phoenix PBS RO
Sel.igmari S RO
St. Johns S RO
Tuba-City S I

Tucson PBS RO

Colorado

Idaho

Antonito S RO
Collbran S RO
Craig S RO
Denver PBS RO
*Denver FRMS RO
Meeker S I -

*Monte Vista S I

Montrose S I.

Morrison MT
Naturita S RO-
pueblo S RO

Boise PBS RO
Challis
Lapwai
McCall
Moscow PBS RO
Osburn Cable head-end,

serves Wallace,
Kellog, Silverton RO

Pocatello PBS RO
Salmon S RO
St. Maried S RO
Vallivue/Caldwell S RO

107
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Montana

Nevada

-C2-
7

*Busby
Colstrip
Ft. Benton'
Roundup
Three Forks
West Yellowtone
Whitehall .

Battle Mountain
Carlin
,Elko
Ely
Las Vegas
Las Vegas

McDermitt
Owyhee
Winnemucca

New Mexico

UTAH

r.

Wyoming

Albuquerque
Cuba
*Dulce
Mora
Penasco
Portales
Questa
Springer
Wagon Mound',

Blanding
Enterprise
Heber
Hyrum
Kanab
Morgan
Panquitch
Provo
Salt Lake. City

Arapahoe
Dubois'
Lovell
Pinedale
Riverton
*Saratoga
Sundance

4

S

Translator

S

S

S

S
Cable, head-end
Translator-

' PBS -

Into microwave
system for trans-
mission to cable
head-end in Reno
S

'S

S

PBS
S

S

S

S

PBS'
S

S

S

S

S

S

S ,

S

PI3S

PBS

S
S

S

S

S

S

108
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I

RO
RO
RO
RO

RO
I 1

RO '
RO
RO

RO
I
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RO
I

jI

RO
I

RO
RO
RO
RO'

I

I

I

RO
RO
RO
RO
RO
RO

RO
RO
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APPALACHIAN RE EDUCATION SITES

KEY: RESA = Regional Education Service Agencies
I = 'Intensive Terminal
RO = Receive Only Terminal

Alabama Group

tentucky

Huntsville . RESA .I

Guntersville RESA RO
Rainsvi,lle RESA 4 RO

*Lexingtou., Universit/
of Kentucky RO

Maryland 'Group'

*Cumberland RESA
'McHenry RESA RO
Keyser, W.Va. RESA RO

New,York Grout)

Fredonia RESA I

Olean RESA RO
Erie, RESA RO

Virginia Group

.Norton RESIk

S,i ckleyville ,RESA RO
Boone, N.C. RESA RO

Tennessee Group

LaFolette
.
RESA

Coalfield ' RESA
Johnson Cit RESA

RO
RO

APcPPIACHIAN REGION

Altoona, PennsylArShia
Beckley-,- -West Virginia.

2
Clarksburg, West Virginia
Dublin, Georgia
Fayetteville,. North Carolina
ountain Home, Tennessee

0 een, Virginia
Salem, Virginia ,

Salisbury, North Carolina
Wilkes-Barre, Pennsylvania
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ALASKAN EDUCATION SITES

KEY: S = School,
ES = Elementary School
UA = University of Alaska
OT = Governor's Office of Telecommunications

Alaska

HC = Health Clinic
CH = Cable head-end
COMP - Comprehensive

*Allakaket
Angoon ES
Aniak
Chuathbaluk (1)
Craig

*Fairbanks UA
Galena
*Juneau OT
McGrath S

Minto
Nenana
Nikolai
-Petersburg ES
Sleetmute

*Tanana HC
Valdez CI
'Yakutak

0

Washington, D.C. (2)

National In-
stitute of
Education

I

I

I

I

COMP
I

COMP
I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

I

N

(1) Also known as Russian Mission, and Little Russian
Mission.

(2) The receiving unit in Washington, D.C. is simply a
receiver; there is no participation from Washington

_

in the programming.

1 0
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ALASKAN SITES

KEY: ' H = Hospital
C = . Clinic
MS = MediCal School
RO = ReceiveOnly Terminal
COMP = Comprehensive

D*Anchorage H RO
*Fort Yukon C COMP
*Galena C COMP
*Tanana H COMP
*Fairbanks (3) C COMP

Seattle, Washington -MS COMP
Omak, Washington C- COMP

(3) Inoperative
* Sites Visited

t
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APPENDIX D

TECHNOLOGICAL OBJECTIVES AND SPECIFICATIONS

NASA's view before launch was that a number of unknown
factors made the entire planning process quite complex
Among them were:

- The underlying communications technology, while
well established, has never been applied in the
manner contemplated for this overall project:

Weyer before have so many satellite earth stations,
more than 100, been implemented across a 23-State
region:

- The project represents,an ambitious attempt to
c'reate a user- -based information system.

The primary technological objectives of the ATS-6 are:
(1) to demonstr.ate the feasibility of deploying a 30-foot
diameter parabolic antenna in space; (2) to provide a
satellite with fine pointing (0.1 ), slewing (17.5 in
30 minutes) and tracking capabilities; and (3) to provide
an oriented,"stable spacecraft platform at synchronous
altitude for advanced technological experiments to be
selected by the Space Science and Applications Steering
Committee. (1)

The'ATS-6 weighs 3,090 pounds (1,402 kilograms) and con-
sists of,five major structural' elements: a solar array,
an earth-viewirig module, a structural hub, a reflector
support truss, and.a reflector. It develops its power
from an array of more than 21,000 solar cells. Excess
power from these is captured in two batteries, which
provide bower when the craft is on the side of the earth
away from the sun.

/
The earth-viewing module houses antennas and other ex-
perimental devices; contains the attitude control, pro-
pulsion, telemetry, and command - mechanisms, as well as
part of the power supply subsystems; and ho\ises the
signal receivers and 'emitters. 1"\

The structural hub supports the antenna/reflector and
serves ,as the mounting surface for the solar array trusses.

The reflector is g structure which was deployed into a
parabolic configuration 30 feet in diameter; it is the
largest reflector yet carried into space.

1
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This reflector concentrates signals so that they are so
powerful they can be picked up by the relatively inexpen-
sive ground stations. The satellite carried two.high-
powered- transponders (operating in the 2,500 MHz range).
Each transponder bounces a signal off the parabolic re-
flector to produce a Southern beam and a northern beam
forming a giant "footprint" on tkLe earth. The size of
the footprint depends on where the satellite is pointed.
It is typically several hundred miles or more across.
Each video transponder has four associated audio channels.

Another transponder enables Satellite Technology Demon-
stration engineers in Morrison, Colorado (near Denver)
to mOnitor all transmissions. This unit produces a
"global" beam capable of being received by the high
performance earth station near Denver as well as NASA
control stations in Rosman, North Carolina and Mojave,
California.

The'ATS-6 was assembled at the Fairchild Industries com-
plex in Germantown, Maryland. Its on-board sensors,
torquers and controllers are backed up by duplicate'or
even triplicate components. Its major subsystems were
assembled and tested independently of each other.

©.

(1) "The' ATS-F Data Book," Goddard Space Flight Center,
May, 1974. , ,
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Experiment

APPENDIX E

TABLE OF EXPERIMENTS

Type* Major Objectives

Health, Education,
Telecommunications
(HET)

Satellite Instruction
Television Experiment
(SITE)

Television Relay
Using Small Terminals
(TRUST)

Radio Frequency
Interference
(RFI)

Millimeter Wave (MMW)
'(20 30 GHz)

Tracking and Data
Relay Experiment
(T&DRE)

Position Location and
Aircraft Communica-
tion Experiment
(PLACE)

C To evaluate a system that
will permit relay of tele-
vision programs through
the satellite to facili-
ties such as schools,
CATV systems, and clinics.

C To demonstrate relay by
geosynchronous satellite
of CCIR*kquality television
from a high-powered program
transmitting station to
small modified standard TV
receivers located through-
out rural India and to
urban re-broadcast statioZs.

\

'C To advance state-of-the-an
in space communications by\
demonstrating' CCIR**quality
wideband signaling between
ATS-F and inexpensive
groudd

C Investigate C-band terres-
trial noise sources
(geographical/noise
power distribution).

C Investigation of atmospheric
propagation at MMW frequen-
cies. Feasibility of thp
application of MMW
communications<systems.

C To demonstrate technology'
necessary for an operation-

,

al tracking and data relay
satellite system.

C 6 To develop imprOved air
traffic control communica-
tions and position location
techniques.

"1



Experiment

Propagation
(13-'and 18-GHz)

Advanced Thermal
Control Flight,
Experiment (ATFE)

Spacecraft Attitude
Precision Pointirig
and Slewing Adaptive
Control (SAPPSAC)

CeSium Bombardment
Ion ,Engine

Quartz-Crystal
Microbalance
Contamination
Monitor (QCMB)

Interferometer
High-Data Rate
Acquisition System
(Ground Equipment)

Television Camera

Spacecraft Vibration
Accelerometers

Very High Reso4tion
Radiometek---Experiment,
VHRR)

N.

-E2 -

Type

T

Major Objectives

Collect data on attenua-
tion due to precipitation.
Determine pbwer margins
needed in spacecraft
communications systems.

T To evaluate the, performance
of an advanced thermal con-
trol system and to demon-
strate its effectiveness
in stabilizing temperatures
of spacecraft components.

Investigation of ground
computer controlled atti-
tude control performance
optimization.

T Verify and obtain data on
ion micro-thruster propul-
sion system. Demonstrate
thrust vectoring for
attitude control.

To provide data on extreme-
ly small mass accretions
on the surface of the
spacecraft.

T To provide-a-tape-contain-
ing all of the phase quan-
tities measured by the
ATS-F interferometer, for
display of jitter in'near
real-time and for later
analysis.

T To monitor the condition
of the reflector.

T To provide data,for verify-
ing basic spacecraft Mode
shapes and frequencies
during flight.

M Measure cloud cover.
Determine wind field,

. ocean temperatures,
earth resources.

St



Experiment

Environmental
Measurements
Experiment (EME)

Radio Beacon

-E3-

Type

Particle measurements.
Magnetic field measurement.
Solar cell degradation.

S Ionospheric/exospheric
electron content measure-
ments. Study of iono-
spheric propagation
effects.

Major Objectives

-This Table has been taken from "ATS-6 Mission/Design/
Orbital Performance" by Fairchild Industries, the
builderg of the satellite.

4
.

In the "Type" (of Expepment) column:
C = Communications; T= Technological;
M = Meteorological; S = Scientific

CCIR InternatiOnAl Radio Consultative Committee.
a
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